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Abstract
This thesis investigates the evolution o f characteristic 
structures in neutrino or adiabatic baryon-dominated models o f 
galaxy formation. We discuss the collapse o f protocluster or 
protosupercluster clouds in terms o f the behaviour o f non-rotating, 
homogeneous triaxial ellipsoids, pred icting that galaxies should 
populate filamentary or quasi-spherical structures rather than the 
generic  fla t structures (pancakes). Secondly we have designed a 
numerical code which allows us to do fast cosmological 
hydrodynamics. We investigate the e ffe c t o f explosions on the 
standard pancake picture for galaxy formation. Blast waves created 
by the early  evolution o f galaxies can not produce the anti-biasing 
e ffe c t required to reconcile the rapid evolution o f clustering in 
n-body simulations o f neutrino models with observations o f galaxies 
at redsh ifts greater than one.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The observed  properties o f galaxies may be d ivided generally  
into two categories: individual properties such as mass or angular 
momentum and collective features such as their spatial distribution. 
The work presented in this thesis addresses the latter p roperty  in 
the context o f pancake models o f galaxy formation. We shall not be 
concerned with statistical measures, such as the n-point correlation 
functions, but rather physical processes which will alter the 
'standard p icture ’ whereby galaxies exist in thin planar structures.
1.1 Concepts in galaxy formation theory
The standard b ig bang model (see e.g. Gunn 1978) is accepted 
as a good zero-order description o f the evolution o f the universe. In 
particular nucleosynthesis o f light elements in the early  stages o f 
evolution compared to observed  abundances (recen tly  reviewed by 
Yang et al. 1984) and the detection o f the predicted background 
radiation by Penzias and Wilson in 1965 g ive  solid support to its 
va lid ity . In the context o f this work it is obviously incomplete: the 
un iverse is not homogeneous locally. A grea t deal o f observational 
work has been done to determine the nature o f the galaxy 
distribution. In particular recent analysis o f the CfA redsh ift su rvey 
by various authors e.g. Davis & Peebles 1983, de Lapparent et al. 
1986, has revealed considerable clustering o f luminous material on a 
wide range o f scales. To explain such clumping o f matter in the 
standard model we must invoke density fluctuations as an ad hoc 
initial condition. Further problems with the basic model, the so-called 
'horizon’ and 'fla tness ’ inconsistencies, have recen tly  found a 
possible solution in the theories o f particle physics (the inflation 
concept) which have been developed to explain the early high 
temperature, h igh-density stage o f the Universe. (Guth & Steinhardt, 
1984 g ive  a simple discussion and fu rther more detailed notes in the 
context o f cosmology are contained in a review  by Barrow 1983). The 
most encouraging aspect o f these investigations is that a physical 
theory fo r  the orig in  o f fluctuations may be emerging, provid ing us 
with information on how to characterise en ergy  density variations on
I
d iffe ren t length scales, though as yet the magnitude o f such 
variations are uncertain. Particle theories may provide us with a 
physical orig in  for the perturbed standard big bang model which is 
presently  assumed as a starting point for theoretical work on galaxy 
formation.
The role o f large scale structure formation theory could be 
defined as follows: to investigate the behaviour o f density in a 
representative section o f the universe fo r  d iffe ren t cosmological 
models with g iven  constituents and some assumed initial density 
distribution. The results are compared to various observations, for 
example measurements o f the microwave background (MWB) isotropy. 
(This topic has been reviewed recently  by Kaiser & Silk (1986)). The 
standard framework for these calculations is the Friedmann model 
characterised by density parameter and Hubble constant H0, often 
expressed v ia  hsBo/100 kms~1Mpc~1. These fundamental parameters 
are not v e ry  well determined (fo r  a critical discussion see Gunn 1978) 
and consequently previous work has concentrated on ru ling out 
certain formation models with chosen Friedmann constants. The 
principal d ifficu lty  arises in matching theoretical dynamical arguments 
which pred ict the spatial distribution o f mass to observations o f the 
ligh t distribution (galaxies etc.) quantified through correlation 
function analysis (Peebles 1980). There is good evidence for a large 
amount o f dark matter in galaxies and clusters in an as yet unknown 
form and the common ’maximum ignorance’ assumption that light 
traces mass (i.e. ligh t density is proportional to mass density) may 
not be valid. Such segregation o f mass and ligh t arises naturally in 
so-called ’biased’ galaxy formation models, the simplest o f which is 
where we assume that the ligh t comes only from the high peaks in 
the density distribution. This phenomenon also allows us to reconcile 
low dynamical estimates o f the density parameter with il0= l predicted 
by inflation. Furthermore the prediction, and subsequent detection o f 
new types o f particles which may dominate the mass density has led 
to a fundamental revision  o f our ideas on evolution o f density 
fluctuations. These ideas are discussed concisely by Primack (1984).
A few  general concepts in fluctuation analysis should be 
introduced at this stage. The initial density field  is assumed to be 
Gaussian, and the components o f its Fourier decomposition S(k) are 
assumed to have random phases. (Work on confirm ing this standard
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assumption is cu rren tly  being tackled by Gott I I I  et al. 1987), We will 
not consider non-Gaussian conditions e.g, cosmic strings (see Hogan 
1984 and references therein ), although we will introduce explosions in 
Chapter 3. The linear evolution Sp/p < 1 can be summarised in terms 
o f some transfer function T (k ,t):
S( k) rec0mbinat ion = T (k ,t )  S(k) ijjHj.gG 1.1)
where the initial spectrum is normally assumed to be |S(k)|2 «  kn . 
The case n=l, the Harrison-Zel’ dovich spectrum, is o f particular 
in terest as it has some basis in the theories o f particle physics; the 
size o f mass fluctuations on any scale as they come within the 
horizon is constant. An alternative expression o f this is that in a 
zero-curvature Friedmann model, there is no imprinted scale. A choice 
o f n i l  implies a p re ferred  scale where the r.m.s fluctuations on 
entering the horizon are unity. The amplitude or normalisation o f 
® {k )injtia] d ifficu lt as it depends on matching theory to
observation. Let us consider the processes encompassed by T (k ,t) in 
the linear stage o f fluctuation evolution.
Traditionally, fo r universes composed o f baryonic matter and 
radiation the behaviour o f fluctuations can be followed by 
pertu rb ing, to f irs t  order, the standard fluid equations in comoving 
coordinates about the Hubble expansion. This allows us to derive a 
second-order equation for fluctuation strength  as a function o f time 
which can be solved fo r  a g iven  equation o f state relating pressure 
and density (see fo r  example Weinberg 1972, p571).
Radiation-dominated regime P = (l/ 3 )p  S «  t «  a ( t ) 2
1 . 2 )
Matter-dominated regime P = 0 8 «  t 2/3 «  a ( t )
where a (t) is the universal scale factor. In low-0o universes growth 
slows down at z »  l/&0. M6sz&ros (1974) firs t pointed out that the 
presence o f a uniform rela tiv istic  background would slow down the 
growth o f matter perturbations. S trictly  the above treatment applies 
to all scales greater than the horizon. As a g iven  scale enters the 
horizon, causal processes a ffect its evolution. Two length scales are 
o f major importance: the Jeans scale, firs t worked out by James
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Jeans in 1902, g ives  the minimum size o f baryon perturbation which 
can collapse; the Silk damping scale (see Efstathiou & Silk 1983, Pig,
4.1) specifies the photon diffusion length up to which radiation 
density fluctuations can be erased and hence fo r  adiabatic 
fluctuations (which we will assume throughout and may arise 
naturally in the early  un iverse), the scale on which baryon 
fluctuations are erased until they decouple at recombination.
Universes where various types o f dark matter, for example 
massive neutrinos or photinos, dominate the mass density have more 
complicated behaviour (see Bond & Szalay 1983 for a detailed 
discussion). The most important features o f the linear evolution are: 
the erasure o f fluctuations on scales less than the free-stream ing 
scale fo r  the particle in question; the retardation o f growth on scales 
less than the Jeans mass at recombination, as a result o f dark matter 
perturbations coming within the horizon before they dominate the 
en ergy  density, and hence find ing themselves in a uniform
background fie ld  (an extension o f the Meszaros e ffe c t). The principal 
d ifficu lty  in bar yon-dominated universes, the MWB problem (see 
la ter), is eased as baryon fluctuation growth is accelerated
post-recombination to match the already grow ing dark matter 
perturbations, which do ixofc show up as MWB fluctuations as they 
decouple from the radiation fie ld  at an earlier epoch. The linear 
evolution is now well understood, the main uncertainty being the 
normalisation o f the amplitude o f the density fluctuation field. This 
requ ires a match o f theory to observation, which requ ires an 
understanding o f non-linear evolution which we now discuss.
1.2 Approaches to non-linear behaviour
Linear evolution theory pred icts the shape o f the recombination 
epoch fluctuation spectrum, S(k) reComh>irT.ati0n‘ are naturally led to 
the top-down formation picture in adiabatic neutrino- or adiabatic
baryon-dominated models where large scales have most power and
collapse firs t. Galaxies must arise from fragmentation o f these 
protocluster- and protosupercluster-scale objects. The cold dark 
matter picture leads to collapse o f g lobu lar-cluster-size ob jects firs t  
and larger ob jects form by hierarchical clustering. The uncertain 
regimes in such evolution are where scales collapse beyond the linear
4
phase S>1. Order o f magnitude estimates yield S=2 fo r  the Local 
Supercluster and S=104 fo r  rich clusters i.e. most observations probe 
this uncertain region. There are two possible approaches to 
calculating this non-linear phase o f evolution o f structure: (i) use 
n-body simulations {e.g. Efstathiou et al. 1985) which model a large 
region o f the universe but have limited spatial resolution and as yet 
treat purely gravitational forces; (ii) calculate the behaviour o f 
individual structures in a g iven  model. Obviously interaction e ffects  
between neighbouring structures are neglected in this approach so 
the two types o f investigation must be regarded as individually 
incomplete but complementary. To date the n-body approach has 
provided most o f the important conclusions on the successes and 
problems o f various models. However the treatment o f bias is rather 
ad-hoc  in these calculations and a study o f the physical processes 
g iv in g  rise to the segregation  o f mass and ligh t in a g iven  model is 
v e ry  important.
1.3 Pancake models
We will concentrate on theories where large-scale damping o f 
density fluctuations is important. Our models will look at evolution 
o f in itia lly homogeneous structures on scalelengths corresponding to: 
i) Silk damping, A=2.1(£l0h2) _5/6Mpc (Efstathiou & Silk 1983); ii) 
Neutrino free-stream ing, My=4xl0l5 (m1//30ev)~2lVlg (Bond et al. 1980) 
i.e. X=13.8(^0h2) _ i Mpc where floh2=0.31(mv/30eVj(To/2.7K)3 describes 
the mass m^ o f neutrinos requ ired to close the un iverse for a g iven  
Hubble constant h. This so-called ’pancake’ theory developed by the 
Zel’ dovich school (Sunyaev & Zel’dovich 1972) involves formation o f 
h igh -density  flattened regions which can fragm ent to galaxies. 
Recently, Shapiro and Struck-Marcell (1985) have discussed the 
behaviour o f the coupled baryon and dark matter distributions as 
they collapse to a pancake. The baryon component, held up by 
radiation pressure until the recombination epoch, is rap id ly pulled 
into the already grow ing dark matter potential wells. I t  has much o f 
its kinetic energy  transformed into heat in a plane shock set up in 
the baryon fluid and consequently settles into a dense, rapidly 
cooling central layer where conditions are suitable fo r  fragmentation. 
The dense central layer then acts to enhance the flatten ing o f the
dark matter distribution over a purely collisionless collapse.
Adiabatic baryon-dominated and hot dark matter models at 
present seem most compatible with observations, particu larly taking 
into account streaming motion work (Aaronson et al. 1982, Collins et 
al. 1986, Peacock et al. 1987, Lynden-Bell et al. 1988), the d iscovery 
o f giant voids (~50Mpc) in the galaxy distribution (e.g. Kirshner et 
al. 1987) and recent work by Einasto et al. (1986) which suggests a 
galaxy correlation length rQ greater than the canonical 5h-1Mpc. The 
Einasto work has been confirmed by as CfA su rvey  analysis (Geller, 
1988). I f  these results are substantiated it appears that currently  
fashionable cold dark matter (CDM) models may be ruled out as they 
have little  power on large scales. The observed  structure and 
coherent motions on such scales are d ifficu lt to explain if  the 
calculations are normalised to reproduce the small scale structure 
(White et al. 1987). The theoretical calculations o f streaming motion 
are dependent on two key features; i) the normalisation o f the 
amplitude o f the density contrast; ii) the window function which is 
used to simulate observational procedure through its convolution with 
the peculiar ve loc ity  field  to pred ict streaming motions. For detailed 
arguments on the theoretical work see Hoffman (1987), Kaiser (1987), 
Peacock et al (1987). At the moment it  is unclear how the contrasting 
e ffec ts  discussed by these authors can be reconciled into an agreed 
theoretical prediction. Also there are still great arguments over 
systematic e ffec ts  in the observational determinations o f streaming 
motions.
In  contrast to CDM, theft?, is some experimental evidence fo r  the 
existence o f massive neutrinos from tritium /3 decay studies, 17 ^ rô  
<( 40eV (Lyubimov et al. 1980, 1986), though the implications from 
observations o f SN 1987A (Bahcall & Glashow 1987) place a conflicting 
upper limit on the mass o f the electron neutrino o f mv  4 lleV . 
Conclusive evidence should come from the planned Los Alamos group 
experiment on atomic tritium where the experimental problems will be 
better understood. Molecular tritium measurements (Robertson et al. 
1986) have yielded an upper limit o f 29.3eV on the electron neutrino 
mass.
However several problems with pancake models have not been 
satisfactorily answered. Two general criticisms are that the 
fragmentation o f protocluster-scale objects into galaxies is a la rge ly
£
unknown process, so the small scale clustering o f galaxies and the 
orig in  o f Lyoc clouds is not clear, and that evidence for processed 
material in voids in the galaxy distribution (Brosch & Gondhalekar, 
1984) is hard to explain. Standard pancake models have no processed 
material between the dense pancakes, these regions being evacuated 
by infall.
Baryon pancake models are principally constrained by 
nucleosynthesis arguments &t>h2 < 3.5xl0~2 (T/2.7K)3 (Yang et al. 
1984) and by  microwave background measurements. Even for a fla t 
baryon model, where maximum possible fluctuation growth occurs but 
we must postulate a low value o f h (see Shanks 1985), recent MWB 
fluctuation measurements by Davies et al. (1987) on large angular 
scales are in con flict with calculations (Wilson & Silk 1981) unless we 
choose apparently unphysical initial fluctuation spectra with n > 1. In 
their recent paper (see above) Peacock et al. conclude that flat 
baryon models are tenable provided galaxy formation is v e ry  recent 
(z< l).
White et al. (1983) outlined the major argument against neutrino 
models; i f  the present galaxy correlation length is 5 h-1 Mpc (Davis & 
Peebles 1983) they concluded that fo r reasonable values o f CiQ and H0 
the f irs t  structures must have collapsed too recently  (z<(l) to explain 
observations o f quasars at high redshift. There are many problems 
with this approach but the analysis ultimately rests on iden tify ing 
the present epoch in their n-body simulations by matching the mass 
autocorrelation function to the present galaxy correlation function. I f  
the galaxy correlation length is actually 10h_ i Mpc as Einasto et al. 
suggest, we can relax the formation epoch to be as high as 3 
depending on Bq. Also the assumption that ligh t traces mass may be 
too simplistic. Gas dynamic e ffec ts  from the f irs t  ob jects to form 
could stimulate/suppress collapse o f nearby objects, making the 
galaxy correlation function sign ificantly d iffe ren t from the mass 
autocorrelation function. Reduction o f the correlation on small scales 
(anti-b iasing) would relax fu rther the formation epoch constraint 
(Braun et al. 1988). This argument is also important in alleviating the 
formation epoch problem in baryon models discussed by Peacock et 
al. .
White et al. (1984) have fu rther argued that ’neutrino clusters’ in 
simulations have masses and binding energies too large to be
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identified with observed  Abell clusters. They point out that even if  
galaxy formation could be suppressed in these high density regions, 
to fix  up the clustering problem outlined above, a simple estimate o f 
x-ray  emission from hot gas in the cores is excessively  large. 
However, Bond et al (1984b), (see also Shapiro & Struck-M arcell 1985) 
have shown that only 10-20% o f the gas shock heated as it collapses 
to a high density pancake can cool su ffic ien tly  to condense into such 
neutrino potential wells, perhaps reducing the predicted x-ray  
emission to reasonable levels. As Bond et al. discuss, a hot 
intergalactic gas provid ing a large fraction  o f the baryon density 
may f it  the observed  discrepancy between the nucleosynthesis 
constraint and estimates o f the luminous matter density in galaxies, 
so the neutrino theory may survive.
The dark to luminous mass ratio as a function o f scale and the 
nature o f dark matter on a g iven  length scale provide stringent 
constraints on the type o f particle dominating the mass density and 
hence the galaxy formation scenarios considered. The observed 
constancy o f (Mass/Luminous Mass) with scale (Rees, 1984) has no 
obvious physical orig in  in top-down pictures. Observational evidence 
that galaxies have non-baryonic haloes would rule out massive 
neutrinos as the dominant dark matter on such scales according to 
the phase space argument o f Tremaine & Gunn (1979): 
my4 > const / CTV r 2 1.3)
where av  is the ve locity  dispersion and r the core radius o f the 
neutrino distribution defined by the v ir ia l condition: 
r 2 = 9av 2 / 4ttGp 0 1.4)
p0 is the central density. The result depends critica lly  on the 
assumed final state o f the neutrino distribution associated with the 
galaxy; an isothermal sphere o f g iven  radius r and isotropic ve loc ity  
distribution. Madsen and Epstein (1984, 1985) point out that
computing the most compact neutrino mass distribution and allowing 
for an anisotropic ve loc ity  distribution relaxes these limits somewhat. 
However unequivocal evidence for dark haloes in dwarf galaxies 
would requ ire neutrinos o f mass my )? 50eV in conflict with 
experimental limits. Kormendy (1987) notes that observationally the 
core radius o f dwarf galaxies is hard to determine (the v isib le matter 
may be clustered on a smaller scale than the dark material), and that 
p0 and <Jy should be used as diagnostics. He points out that rotation
s
curve analysis may as yet underestimate Oy and hence overestimate 
the lower limit on the neutrino mass. Finally the analysis o f stellar 
ve loc ity  dispersions in Local Group dwarfs by Aaronson & Olszewski 
(1987) which suggests mv ^ 400eV is dependent on assuming that 
ligh t traces mass. In conclusion more work is requ ired to prove the 
existence o f dark haloes and fu rther to show they are non-baryonic, 
i f  we are to rule out neutrinos as the dominant mass in these 
galaxies. This argument o f course would not rule them out as being 
cosmologically important as the dark matter on galactic scales could 
be baryonic, (but see the work o f Hegyi & Olive 1986). Cowsik and 
Ghosh (1987) present a model where the dark matter does not take 
part in the clustering below cluster scales. Luminous material is 
embedded in a smooth neutrino distribution. The relevant scale r for 
the neutrino mass constraint is thus the cluster scale, and the phase 
space constraint then does not conflict with observations.
We conclude that, although one or two problems exist, the 
pancake theory has many promising features for the large scale 
galaxy distribution. The small scale behaviour, where non-linear 
e ffec ts  are important, has not yet been accurately modelled. 
Hydrodynamics must play an important part. When this has been 
included in the calculations we will have a better idea o f how 
successfu lly pancake models f it  the observed  universe. Determination 
o f the neutrino mass by experiment and observational work on the 
dynamics o f galaxies will be important constraints on neutrino models.
1.4 Aims o f the thesis
The philosophy behind our work is essentially this: The CDM 
model is cu rrently  the most fashionable and has had notable 
successes, such as predicting fla t rotation curves fo r  galaxies. 
Although a great deal o f e ffo rt has been made by many workers to 
circum vent the problems faced by that model in explaining large scale 
structure (see earlier), the situation is as yet unresolved. Until ( i f  
ever ) CDM g ives  us all the answers, and the postulated dark matter 
is detected, it seems sensible to investigate other possible models in 
similar detail.
We concentrate on two problems in top-down theories which 
have d irect consequences for the large scale galaxy distribution. Our
C1
approach will be to model the evolution o f individual structures in 
these theories where density fluctuations have damped out to large 
scales.
In chapter 2 the gravitational collapse o f non-rotating, 
homogeneous, triaxial ellipsoids is followed through and beyond the 
formation o f a two-dimensional caustic surface ( ’pancake*). This 
should be a realistic model o f the gravitational collapse o f a 
protocluster or protosupercluster as fluctuations on smaller scales 
will have been la rge ly  eradicated by the processes mentioned at the 
end o f section 1.1. We investigate the e ffe c t o f va ry in g  the
assumptions regard ing the behaviour o f background material on the 
nature o f the collo-pse o f such objects, comparing critica lly  with the 
analysis o f White and Silk (1979). In  previous work on this problem, 
’ filaments’ (one-dimensional structures) correspond only to the
degenerate case o f collapsing prolate spheroids; all other shapes,
except spheres, collapse to pancakes. In this work, we find that,
assuming dissipation or relaxation processes keep the surface 
re la tive ly  thin a fter formation, pancakes undergo fu rther collapse in 
their planes, forming either filamentary structures or more isotropic 
configurations which we call clusters. Filaments thus do not
correspond to a degenerate case, but arise naturally from this 
secondary collapse phase. Some pancakes may nevertheless persist 
indefin itely , never undergoing the secondary collapse to a filament. 
However, i f  we compare the initial shapes requ ired fo r  this behaviour 
with the initial shape distribution expected fo r  maxima in 
three-dimensional Gaussian noise, we find that lon g-lived  pancakes 
should be rare, particu larly fo r  high values. We can generally
state that galaxies should populate filamentary or spherical
structures rather than fla t sheets as customarily assumed for these 
models. In addition we find a v e ry  simple ye t powerful result on the 
collapse epoch o f ob jects o f a g iven  overdensity  with d ifferen t initial 
shapes, generalising work on the collapse o f spherical structures 
(e.g. Zel’dovich & Novikov 1983, Peebles 1980).
In chapter 3 we investigate the consequences o f the dense 
pancakes releasing large quantities o f energy, in the sp irit o f 
explosive models o f galaxy formation. The reason fo r  perform ing this 
study can be viewed in two ways: in the conventional neutrino model, 
the galaxies inhabit only the shocked layer o f the pancake, and are
I c
consequently strongly  clustered. I f  the explosion mechanism can lead 
to galaxy formation outside the planes, the clustering problem may be 
relieved . From an alternative perspective, explosion models have some 
d ifficu lty  producing large scale structure (Ostriker, 1986); a possible 
resolution would be to imprint the large scale structure by using 
pancakes as 'seeds ’ fo r  the explosion process. Our discussion will 
la rge ly  be in terms o f the former description although both are in 
some ways d iffe ren t sides o f the same coin. We have modified an 
tu lerian  d ifference scheme, which solves the equations o f inviscid 
flow  to produce a powerful numerical code on which we can do fast 
cosmological hydrodynamics. The input o f energy  sends a blast wave 
through the baryonic material which is still fa lling in towards the 
pancake plane. We are interested in the possible cooling o f this 
shocked gas as its subsequent fragmentation would lead to the 
requ ired  population o f galaxies outside the pancake plane. The scale 
height o f cooled material is discussed and we check that the shocked 
gas does not violate X -ray background and Sunyaev-Zeldovich 
constraints. We compare our results d irectly  with other discussions 
on these topics and g ive  a simple but v e ry  useful result on the 
comoving thickness o f the baryon pancake which extends previous 
analytical work (Szalay et al. 1984). Our basic find ing is that 
explosions can not produce the anti-biasing mechanism required to 
alleviate the timing problem faced by standard pancake models 
without violating observational limits sensitive to the amount o f hot 
gas produced by the explosive process. A lternatively, pancakes may 
not be used as e ffec tive  seeds, as the strong gravitational field  
confines galaxies to be v e ry  near the pancakes.
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Chapter 2.
The gravitational collapse o f triaxial protoclusters
2.1 Introduction
Since the pioneering work o f Lin, Mestel & Shu (1965), it has 
been well known that the anisotropic gravitational fie ld  o f a uniform 
density ellipsoid leads to the accentuation o f asphericity with time. 
As the collapse proceeds, a two-dimensional elliptical caustic surface 
is produced, with infin ite density. Only in the degenerate case o f an 
ellipsoid with two equal axes will collapse lead to a one-dimensional 
filament. Spherically symmetric collapse to a point occurs only if  all 
three axes are equal.
Doroshkevich (1970) discussed the nature o f constant 
overdensity  surfaces fo r  random density perturbations in the context 
o f the Zel’ dovich formalism; high density regions may be approximated 
by homogeneous ellipsoids and the shapes o f the constant 
overdensity  surfaces thus g ive  the initial axes o f the ellipsoids. He 
showed that these surfaces are generally  aspherical, and the 
probability  that two principal axes (o f the deformation tensor) are 
equal is particu larly low, so it might seem that filament and point 
structures should be v e ry  rare. However, let us consider the 
evolution o f an homogeneous ellipsoid beyond its collapse to a 
two-dimensional pancake. I f  the formation o f such a caustic surface 
results in dissipation o f the motion perpendicular to the surface, 
then the anisotropic gravitational and ve loc ity  fie lds will lead to 
fu rther growth o f anisotropy, in the sense that the eccen tricity  o f 
the elliptical pancake increases with time.
In the adiabatic theory o f galaxy formation (see section 1.3), 
fluctuations in density are damped below a mass scale 
Md -  1 . 3 x l O l 2 ( o 0 h 2 ) - 3 / 2  Mq, or 4xl015(mv/30eV)-2 M0 (h^o/lOOkms“ 1 
Mpc~l) i f  the mass o f the Universe is dominated by one ligh t 
neutrino o f mass mv . In these cases, the identification o f ellipsoids 
with supercluster scale regions o f higher than average density is not 
too unrealistic. In this picture, as collapse proceeds any new layers 
o f gas which accrete onto the pancake have most o f their kinetic
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en ergy  transformed into heat by a pair o f shocks set up in the 
baryon flu id either side o f the caustic surface (Sunyaev & Zel’ dovich 
1972). This heat can then be dissipated in the dense central region 
by radiative cooling which is more rapid than the dynamical 
time-scales characterising the flow and so a thin dense layer 
persists. I f  the Universe is dominated by ligh t collisionless particles, 
then we expect dissipative pancakes to form by baryons falling into 
the potential wells o f the large-scale dissipationless material. This has 
been confirmed by Shapiro & Struck-Marcell (1985). Their detailed 
hydrodynamical calculations o f the coupled growth o f such 
baryon/collisionless particle pancakes show that not only do baryons 
cool and compress into a dense central layer on short time scales but 
the distribution o f collisionless particles also remains h ighly flattened 
for some time a fter the caustic forms. Indeed, the presence o f the 
baryon component serves to decrease the scale height o f the 
collisionless particle distribution fu rther. This confirms the argument 
o f Dekel (1983), who considered an adiabatic invariant treatment of 
non-dissipative pancakes in their planes and demonstrated that, 
although the pancake thickness grows as it expands, it becomes 
re la tive ly  fla tter in time. It seems justifiab le then to neglect motions 
perpendicular to the plane and assume a planar ve loc ity  field  within 
the pancake since this approximation is valid as long as the 
thickness o f the pancake remains smaller than the two principal axes.
The procedure for this calculation splits into two parts: firs t 
(Section 2.2) we follow the collapse o f ellipsoids to the formation o f a 
caustic surface, in the sp irit o f White & Silk (1979), hereafter WS
(see also Barrow & Silk 1981). We take this opportunity to va ry  some
o f the simplifying assumptions o f WS, to test the sensitiv ity  o f their 
results to d ifferen t simplifications. Secondly, we follow the 
subsequent collapse o f pancakes in their planes (Section 2.3). This is 
an extension o f unpublished work by Dr.A.F.Heavens & Dr.J.A.Peacock. 
At the instant o f formation o f the pancake, the short axis is
expanding less quickly than the long axis, as our calculations 
demonstrate. The short axis, or indeed both axes, may be contracting, 
depending on the initial axial ratios o f the ellipsoid when the




The evolution o f regions o f overdensity  in an expanding 
universe is, in general, extremely complicated. It is possible, however, 
to gain some insight into the behaviour using a simplified approach 
follow ing the methods developed by Lin et al (1965) and WS on the 
collapse o f homogeneous ellipsoids. This is the most general three 
dimensional problem which can be handled exactly by current analytic 
means. One o f the main d ifficu lties with this method is how to treat 
the gravitational e ffec t o f the material outside the ellipsoid. WS 
assumed it remained laniform at the average universal density. This 
requ ires matter to fa ll continuously into the surroundings o f the 
ellipsoid. A lternatively, we may instead allow the external density to 
d iffe r  from the average density o f the universe as a whole. The 
justification fo r  this is as follows; i f  space is populated by these 
ellipsoids, then neighbouring objects will on average prevent the 
infall o f matter to keep the surrounding density high. We make what 
is in essence an opposite assumption: we assume that there is no 
infall from outside a sphere o f comoving radius r  equal to the initial 
semi-major axis o f the ellipsoid, a. Mass inside r is conserved, with 
average density equal to the average density o f the universe (so the 
ellipsoid is surrounded by an underdense region with density 
determined by the ellipsoid shape). We could, o f course, generalise 
this approach by assuming there is no infall from outside some 
general radius r > a. WS’s approximation amounts to r  ■» »  , hence 
the two approximations can be thought o f as the opposite extremes of 
this method. A fu rther minor alteration to WS’ s method is that we 
follow a pure grow ing mode, so include a ve loc ity  perturbation in the 
initial conditions. This will be appropriate i f  perturbations have been 
able to grow  before recombination, when we start our calculation; this 
is the case for perturbations in a h igh-density un iverse dominated 
by ’hot’ collisionless particles. Including the grow ing mode is almost 
equivalent to reducing the initial overdensity by a factor 5/3 in the 
problem solved by WS, whose initial condition on ve loc ity  was pure 
Hubble flow. Now Peebles’ (1980) calculation o f the grow ing and 
decaying modes is valid fo r  the matter dominated regime. Our
1
calculations which assumes only the grow ing mode at recombination, 
therefore  accurately represents the behaviour o f a fluctuation in 
h igh-density universes where matter domination occurs before 
recombination and the decaying mode has time to die out. For 
low er-density universes where recombination and mater domination 
occur more or less simultaneously, there will be in addition a 
decaying mode. We ignore all other tidal forces and magnetic fields.
Given a quadratic form fo r  the potential, the basic requirement 
for evolution through a series o f homogeneous ellipsoids is that the 
initial ve loc ity  perturbations should be in proportion to the axial 
ratios (Lin et al. 1965). This can be demonstrated for the grow ing 
mode perturbation as follows:
The large scale peculiar ve loc ity  fie ld  associated with large scale 
irregu la r ity  in density is g iven  in proper coordinates (Peebles 1980,
where f=(a/S)(dS/da) with overdensity  S (r1 J^lpir1 and scale
factor a (t). pv, is the mean density o f the universe, and H is the 
Hubble parameter (not to be confused with the present day Hubble 
constant Hq). Whilst linear perturbation theory applies and we are at 
a late enough epoch so that only the grow ing mode solution is 
present and the rela tiv istic background can be ignored, then f  is 
independent o f r  and is a function o f the density parameter only. We 
will adopt Peebles’ approximation f(£l)=£l0,6; this is only used to set 
up the initial conditions and will be su ffic ien tly  accurate at a 
starting redsh ift at recombination o f 1500 where £1 is v e ry  close to 
one.
Denoting initial quantities by the subscript (i) where necessary, 
if we specify  the initial overdensity  o f the ellipsoid, =
(pe~Pk)/Pb, we can calculate the density ps outside the ellipsoid, 
g iven  the assumption that the average density inside a sphere o f 
radius a ^ j )  is p^. It  is given  by
p.65) by
v ( 2 . 1 )
PS = Pb t 1 “ a2(i)a3(i)i 1+S(i)} ]/{ 1 - a2(i)a3(i)l (2-2)
where the aj ( i )  are principal axes o f the ellipsoid
i 5
(ai ( i )> a2 (i)^ a3 ( i ) }  and we choose our length unit such that 
The overdensity  o f the matter immediately outside the ellipsoid is
S,'s [
a 2 a 3 I  
l ~ a 2 a 3 J ( i )
(2 .3 )
Clearly the assumption will not be so good fo r  near spherical objects, 
as formally Ss -» -<», whereas we expect underdensities o f the same 
order as the over densities in all but the most unusual density fields. 
However, only when > 0.9 does the underdensity outside the
ellipsoid greatly  exceed the overdensity  inside, so the inapplicability 
to near-spherical ob jects is not serious in practice.
Splitting the integral into two parts over a homogeneous sphere, 
overdensity  Ss and a homogeneous ellipsoid, overdensity  S (^ -8s which 
can be solved exactly and perform ing the d ivergence operation we 
find  that the initial grow ing mode ve loc ity  perturbation is g iven  by 
components [dropping subscript (i) for equations (2.4) and (2.5) 
on ly]
with the o<j coefficients defined by
The chosen initial axial ratios a j(j) with <Xj(i) values from (2.5) 
and proper velocities from (2.4) adding in a Hubble term constitute 
the initial conditions.
The potential fo r a homogeneous ellipsoid, o f density pe is
[c f. WS equation (5 )] where, i f  we ignore all other tidal e ffects, 
B irkhoff’s theorem means that we can ignore forces from the 
surrounding average density universe.
This enables us to determine the equations o f motion fo r  the 
principal axes o f the ellipsoid aj. I f  we change the independent 
variable to z using
(2.6)
d z / d t  =  - H 0 ( l + z ) 2 ( i i 0 z + l ) 1 / 2 (2 .7 )
(e.g. Longair 1984), express all densities in terms o f ù0 (the present 
value o f H), we can eliminate H0 to yield
d2l J - “  a j {  0CjPe + ( | -  ocj ) ps}  (2 .8 )
where
n _ 5QrtZ 4 4 „ _____ _____3&n______
1_ 2(l+z)(a0z+l) ’ 2~ 4(l+z)(00z+l)
I f  we convert equation (2.8) into two firs t-o rd er  equations and use
the auxiliary formulae (7) o f WS we can set up a system o f
d ifferen tia l equations in a j}aj,d j which are solved numerically subject 
to the conservation equations
pea1a2a3=constant ; ps (s 3-a 1a2a3)=constant (2 .9 )
where s is the comoving radius o f the sphere containing our
perturbation. For the particular case o f oblate or prolate spheroids
the ocj values can be written in closed form [ adapted from equations
(21)-(24) o f Lin et al. with a misprint corrected ].
We began each calculation at a redsh ift 1500, in the
recombination era. For our purposes the initial epoch is not too
important as the shape is more or less preserved  while Sp/p < 1. The 
behaviour o f the principal axes o f some represen tative ellipsoids is 
shown in F ig .(2.1).
2.2.2 RESULTS
We can now compare the results o f the two models and o ffe r  
some physical explanation o f the d ifferences. The general behaviour 
o f the perturbation is rather similar to that o f the WS model and 
their basic conclusions on the e ffec t o f vary in g  input parameters are 
confirmed:
(i) At a g iven  initial overdensity h ighly eccentric objects collapse 
fastest.
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universes where significant overdensity is achieved earlier, due to 
the more rapid background expansion.
(iii) Kinematic properties o f a pancaked ellipsoid depend both on the 
initial shape o f the perturbation and on the background density.
We will have more to say with regard to (ii) in the context o f
the post pancaking behaviour (Section 2.3) but it is informative to
aPP ly  a quantitative analysis o f the last point which will allow us to 
compare the two approximations d irectly. The two calculations agree 
fo r  h igh ly eccentric ob jects g iven  similar initial conditions. This is 
what we would expect since at a g iven  overdensity  the flat ellipsoids 
contain little  mass and the surrounding underdense region has 
approximately background density. As sphericity  is approached, more 
mass is enclosed in the ellipsoid and the underdense region deviates 
fu rther from the uniform background.
As WS found, when compared with the collapse o f isolated 
ellipsoids, the e ffec t o f the surrounding region is to reduce the 
deceleration o f the shortest axis and to increase the deceleration o f 
the longest axis. In other words, the growth o f asphericity is
reduced. At a g iven  overdensity  our tidal forces are generally
smaller than those o f WS, particu larly fo r ob jects which are not v e ry  
flat. The net resu lt is that fa ir ly  round objects form caustic surfaces 
at earlier epochs with our approximation. This result, and indeed that 
o f WS, is not quite triv ia l, as the smaller deceleration o f the longest 
axis in our approximation slows the increase o f density o f the 
ellipsoid, counteracting somewhat the reduced tidal support. However, 
with knowledge o f WS’ s results and those o f Lin et al., we can 
pred ict that our objects will collapse faster than those o f WS, since 
they believe they are in a low er-density universe.
As a result o f the d ifferen t treatment o f the tidal field , the 
approximate expressions g iven  by WS for the ve loc ity  field  at collapse 
are no longer v e ry  accurate, par ticu larly fo r  ob jects which are not 
v e ry  eccentric. We find that the middle and long axes behave 
somewhat d iffe ren tly  from each other, in contrast to the rather 
remarkable result o f WS. Accurate expressions can be obtained for 
our approximation at the cost o f some complication. The expressions 
below are, however, accurate for a v e ry  wide range o f shapes
n
1 0.66 { s j ( a 1/a3- l ) }  1,13 s 1-l+10a|,s (a 1-a 3)
1-H2/H(p) = 1.11 % f 5 {s 2(a2/a3- l ) } - i - 2 4  s2=1+10a§ .s (a2_a3) (2 .10)
where Hj = (l/a j)da j/d t and H(p) and ^(p) are the Hubble parameter 
and density parameter at the formation o f the caustic surface. These 
are accurate to 0.2H(pj fo r all ellipsoids with a3^ <  0.9 provided the 
axes are not collapsing too fast { |Hj | <H(p )}. As we might expect, the 
approximations break down for the most spherical objects.
The essential results are that the ellipsoids collapse earlier and 
the pancakes expand faster than those o f WS. As expected, fo r h ighly 
eccentric ob jects (s-*l) our ve loc ity  expressions agree reasonably with 
WS’s approximate results.
2.3 Post-pancaking evolution
2.3.1 THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We now continue the evolution o f the collapsed ellipsoids 
fu rther. Assuming the caustic surface to remain thin (see Section
2.1), we may investigate fu rther behaviour in a similar way to the 
method o f Section 2.2. The elliptical pancake formed, with principal 
axes a-^p) and a2(p)» is the limiting case o f a h igh ly flattened 
ellipsoid and, g iven  the dissipation o f motions perpendicular to the 
plane, has surface density
0 (p) (x , y )= 3 (p ) {1-x 2/ a f(p )-y 2/ a | (p )}1/2 (2.11)
where conservation o f mass implies that
5(i)=2a2( i ) a 3( i ) { l + s ( i ) } P b ( i ) / ( ai ( p ) a2 (p )} (2.12)
The pancake axial ratio and velocities along with (2.11) constitute the 
initial conditions fo r  the post-pancaking evolution. The equation of 
motion is determined by the gravitational field  o f the elliptical 
pancake and the background matter. The gravitational potential o f an 
elliptical surface with surface density o f the form (2.11) is g iven  in
2,0
the plane by
* ( * . y ) =  {  A (e )x 2+ B (e )y2} (2.13)
with
?/l-p2\l/2
A (e )=  ^2  i F ( l / 2 , i / 2 ; i ; e 2) -  F (- i/ 2 , 1 /2 ; l ; e2) }
B( e ) = (YLe2 ) i / 2e 2 {  F (- l/ 2 , i/ 2 ; i ;e 2) -  F ( i/ 2 , 1 /2 ; 1 ; e2) (1 - e 2) }
e 2=l-a|/af (2 .14)
and F (a,b;c;z) the hypergeom etric function (Abramowitz & Stegun 
1968). To this we add the potential o f the uniform background matter, 
as in Section 2.2, to obtain
TT̂ On
{A (e )x 2+ B (e )y2}  + 2/3TTGps (x 2+y2) (2.15)
Since the potential is quadratic in x and y, the surface density of 
the ellipse maintains its form:
a ( x , y , t ) = a ( t ) ( l - x 2/af -  y2/a|)1/2 (2.16)
where a^ t^a^p^X C t), a2(t)=a2(p )Y (t ) and a=a(p )/XY with X and Y 
evo lv ing  according to
d£X _ -7T2Gd(p )A (e ) _ 4tt
d t2 "  2al ( p ) XY 3 GPs ( l M
¿2y _ - ” 2G5(P)B (e ) _ 4rr
d t2 " 2al ( p ) X2 3 Gps (t )Y  (2 *17)
g iven  the initial conditions X=Y=1, dX/dt=H1(p )>H2(p)=dY/dt. I f  we let 
T^HQt and define the elongation parameter
A = 1 - 8 2/3 != l- (Y / X )a2(p)/a1(p) (2.18)
then we have
'[ AX(l+z)3+ xl(̂ |}{l+z(p)}3 ]d2X OJ dT2 “
2. 1
2 dX dA 
X dT dT (2 .19)
where
and
( 2 . 20 )
measures the rela tive importance o f the disc gravitational fie ld  to 
that o f the background matter at pancaking. Converting to 
independent variable z as before (equation 2.7) we can integrate this 
pair o f equations using series expansions for A and B. In the later 
stages o f collapse,
(Abramowitz & Stegun 1968). As will be apparent from (2.19), the 
ellipse increases its eccen tricity  with time. The minor axis may then 
reach zero in a fin ite time, and a filament will be formed. Whether 
this happens or not depends on the shape o f the pancake, its 
density and expansion velocities at formation. In low-density 
un iverses (&0<1), it is possible fo r the ellipse to expand 
asymptotically at constant velocities in both o f its principal 
directions.
2.3.2 RESULTS
For a g iven  value o f Q0 and pancake collapse redshift, the 
evolution is described entire ly  by the axial ratios and
(a g / a ^ j) .  The evolution o f the three axes is shown in some
€ = l-e2«l,
we can use the asymptotic expansions
(2 . 21)
2. 2,
representative cases in P ig .(2.2). Essentially three types o f behaviour 
are possible:
(i) The middle axis collapses before the present epoch, while the 
long axis is still contracting.
(ii) The middle axis collapses before the present epoch, while the 
long axis is still expanding.
(iii) The pancake has not collapsed to a filament by the present 
epoch.
In the third case, corresponding to h ighly flattened ellipsoids, 
the pancake may exist fo r  a long time. Indeed, in a low density 
un iverse, the pancake may undergo asymptotic undecelerated 
expansion, never forming a filament. In other cases, the eccentricity 
increases with time until the middle axis collapses, and a filament is 
formed. In the absence o f fu rther dissipation (i.e. i f  all matter 
fragments into collisionless galaxies at pancaking), the filament will 
not remain thin, but possibly relax into a cigar shape. We make a 
crude distinction between those filaments which are still expanding 
along the long axis when the middle axis collapses, and those which 
are contracting. We assume that the latter relax into more isotropic 
configurations, which we shall describe as ’c lusters ’ fo r  the purposes 
o f discussion. The former we assume will remain as filaments, 
although some will be bound and some unbound.
It  is convenient to display the results fo r  d iffe ren t initial axial 
ratios on a triangular diagram, as shown in Figs (2.3,2.4,2.5). A point 
on this diagram represents one particular shape o f ellipsoid 
characterised by the two coordinates (ag/ajJ^) and (a3/a1)(j^. The 
apex represents spheres, the righ t hand side oblate spheroids, and 
the diagonal prolate spheroids. The figu res  show the divisions 
between clusters, filaments and pancakes (characterising the three 
cases above) fo r  d ifferen t initial shapes and background densities. 
This begs the question ’What is a typical initial shape ?’ This has 
been tackled by Peacock & Heavens (1985), hereafter PH, who 
analysed Gaussian random density perturbations to obtain shapes o f 
primordial maxima. I f  we compare Figs. 2.3 and 2.S with their Fig. 
3, we see that, fo r a g iven  overdensity, more structures su rvive as 




Figure 2.2 We illustrate the behaviour of the ellipsoid axes through
pancaking identifying three cases: (i) Clusters - the long
axis is contracting when the middle axis collapses (ii) Filaments -
the long axis is expanding when the middle axis collapses.




Classification of Collapsed Ellipsoids
( a 2/ a i ) ( i )
Figure 2.3
Figures 2.3-2.5 Identified here are the regions in the initial shape pU«_ wkicl, 
evolve into clusters, filaments and pancakes for different 
background densities. The over density 6p/p is chosen so 
that a 'typical' object (see text) collapses at redshift 3. 
Also shown are the lines of constant collapse redshift.
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Classification of Collapsed Ellipsoids
(a 2/ a i)(i)
Figure 2.4
u
Classification of Collapsed Ellipsoids
( a 2/ a i ) ( i )
Figure 2.5
H
This fits  in with result (ii) o f the pre-pancaking evolution since 
earlier deviation from self similar evolution is more likely to lead to 
collapse o f the minor axis, leaving two expanding axes. The most 
in teresting result o f such a comparison is the extreme ra rity  o f 
ob jects which are expected to persist indefin itely as pancakes. There 
are v e ry  few  local density maxima with (a3/a2)(j)<0.4 in the work o f 
PH ( a result which is insensitive to the precise details o f the 
perturbation spectrum). We see from F igs .(2.3,2.4,2.5) that v irtua lly  no 
lon g-lived  pancakes should exist unless Oq < 1. Even for Q0 = 0.1 
maxima with (a3/a2)(j )  < 0.4 have changing major-axis expansion
parameters a fter pancaking, o f order 0.2Ho over a redsh ift in terva l of 
2-»0 (i.e. any particular configuration is transitory ). Notice, however, 
that these conclusions depend on the initial overdensity  chosen, since 
that determines the collapse redsh ift o f the objects and hence, by 
the nature o f our definition, the position o f the pancake region on 
the diagram. We have taken our normalisation from the work o f PH. A 
’ typ ica l’ ob ject ob ject has axial ratios 1:0.7:0.55 (more or less 
independent o f the fluctuation spectrum), so we choose the initial 
overden sity  so that this ob ject pancakes at a redsh ift o f 3. Flatter 
initial shapes tend to collapse earlier, but the variation in collapse 
redsh ift due to shape variation is rather smaller than that due to 
variations in overdensity (PH), at least fo r  the common range of 
shapes. I t  is worth noting that if  the WS background matter 
approximation is employed for p re- and post-pancaking collapse, 
few er filaments and more clusters result. Their approximation assumes 
a substantial in fall o f matter, and the average density within the 
sphere containing the ellipsoid can be much higher than the universe 
as a whole. It is not surprising, therefore, that the major axis o f the 
ellipse turns round quickly.
I t  is possible to derive a simple yet powerful result on the 
collapse epoch o f ob jects o f a g iven  overdensity with d ifferen t initial 
shapes. In the spherical model fo r collapse in a fla t universe (see 
e.g. Zel’ dovich & Novikov 1983) pancaking occurs when the linear
theory predicts that the overdensity = 1.69 where
U + Z (j)}
«lin = s(i) {1+Z(p)} (2>22)
I f  we put S(i) = 0.0039 (see Fig.2.3) and z ( i )=1500 this g ives the
Z l
* INSERT:
For an oblate spheroid with infinitessimally small minor axis a3 the 
equation o f motion is (see 2.6):
d2a„ = -2nGp0(t)[2 (l+S (t))-4/3 ] a3 
dt2
The density outside a highly flattened spheroid follows the background 
p0(t) = pj (t/tj^)-2 and the major axis follows the Hubble expansion, 
aA(t) = a  ̂ (t/tq)2/3. The conservation o f mass then implies that
1 + S(t) = (1 + Si) aoj (t/ti)2/3
a 3 ( t )
For = 1, 6TTGPiti2 = 1, and we can rew rite the equation o f motion as
d2a? _ 4a? -  _ 2(1+Sj) a3i (t/ tj)2/3
d t2 9t2 3t2
which g ives
a3(t) = a3i (1 + Si) (t/ tj)2/3 -  Si a3i (t/ t^ / s  
so a3 reaches zero at tc g iven  by
(tc/ ti)2/3 = 1 + Sj = _1 
s i s i
i.e. at 1 + z c = S| (1 + z ì). Inspection o f equation 2.22 indicates that linear 
theory predicts S = 1 at this epoch. This is in agreement with the
collapse epochs o f h ighly flattened objects shown in Figs. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5.
collapse i edsh ift o f a spherical ob ject to be 2.47 which g ives  a 
consistent limit on our numerical calculations. The fact that the 
constant collapse redshift lines, or equivalently constant lines
are approximately straight allows us to find an approximate relation 
between and (a2/a3) ^ .  It  is a good approximation to say that
collapse occurs when linear theory predicts that
®lin - 1 + 0.6(a3/a2)(i) (2.23)
i.e. at
1 + z = S(i){ l+z.(i)}/{ l+0.6a3(i^/a3(i)} (2.24)
This result is valid fo r  a wide range o f initial shapes and 
overdensities. The lower limit a3{i)->0, g iv in g  Sjjn = 1, which implies 
that instantaneous pancaking does not occur, is en tire ly  consistent 
with an analytic solution o f the acceleration equation (2.8) for an 
oblate spheroid with infinitesimally small minor axis, and represents 
the fact that as we flatten the ob ject at a g iven  overdensity  less 
matter is d riv in g  the collapse.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 COLLAPSE TO FILAMENTS
In this chapter, we have extended the work o f Lin et al. (1965) 
and White & Silk (1979) on the gravitational collapse o f homogeneous 
triaxial ellipsoids. Including the e ffec t o f background matter in an 
idealised manner, we find that (assuming the caustic surface, formed 
during the collapse, remains thin), the anisotropic collapse continues 
a fter pancake formation, increasing the eccentricity  o f the pancake 
with time. This is partly  effected by the anisotropic gravitational 
field  in the plane o f the non-circular pancake, but is principally due 
to the fact that the anisotropic collapse prior to the formation o f a
pancake imparts an anisotropic velocity  field  to the pancake. The
shoi’t axis expands less quickly (if indeed it expands at all) than the
long, and collapses prior to the long axis.
In many cases, then, the anisotropic collapse o f the pancake in 
its plane leads to the formation o f a filament, which may be 
expanding’ or contracting along its axis. For h ighly flattened 
ellipsoids, however, the resulting pancake may persist fo r  a long 
time. In a low -density universe the pancake may asymptotically 
expand undecelerated and never undergo secondary collapse in its 
plane to a filament. On fragmentation we might expect a sheet-like 
distribution o f galaxies with approximately Hubble ve loc ity  expansion 
in the plane.
The secondary collapse o f a pancake to a filament may result in 
fu rther fragmentation o f some o f the gas which did not fragment 
before. Galaxies formed at pancaking may be regarded as collisionless, 
and will not be confined to a thin line. The galaxy distribution 
around a filament may therefore be expected to be closer to a cigar 
shape than to a one-dimensional structure.
In summary, the types o f objects expected g iven  the possib ility 
o f secondary collapse are filaments, pancakes and more isotropic 
’c lusters ’ , depending on the initial ellipsoid axial ratios. Filaments do 
not correspond to a degenerate case, as in existing pancake theories, 
but arise naturally a fter pancake formation.
2.4.2 THE LOCAL SUPERCLUSTER
The general features o f the pre-pancaking collapse (i.e. 
production o f h ighly flattened structures with velocities in the plane 
retarded with respect to the Hubble flow ), provide an interesting 
comparison with the observations o f superclusters in general (see 
Oort 1983) and in particular those o f the Local Supercluster (LS; see 
e.g. Tu lly 1982). There are two possible explanations for the LS 
observations as mentioned by WS: firs t, that we are simply observing 
the LS near pancaking in a small scale damping picture with galaxies 
forming prior to superclusters, or secondly, that it represents an 
ob ject which collapsed whilst still gaseous at some earlier epoch. In 
principle, observation o f the velocities normal to the plane can 
distinguish these two cases as the dissipative formation will result in 
low values. We can now discuss these descriptions in more detail. The 
observed flatten ing and velocity  behaviour reported by Tully can be 
reproduced in two ways :
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(1 ) The in i t ia l  structure was h ighly eccen tric :
( a3/ai ) ( i )  = 1/8 Cl0 = 1.0
(2 .25)
(a s / a ^ f i )  = 1/4 = 0.2
which collapse quite early (z>4 for our normalisation). As discussed 
earlier these are unusual objects, particularly on the = 1 case. I f  
any o f these objects exist, our post pancaking calculations show that 
their major-axis velocity  variation will be slow and so Tu lly ’ s 
observed 27% deviation from pure Hubble flow in the LS plane does 
not put tigh t constraints on the LS collapse epoch.
(2) I f  we restrict ourselves to shapes o f ob jects which are 
common in the work o f PH we find that, g iven  our normalisation, even 
in a low -density universe (Ci0 -  0.1) v e ry  few  objects will not have 
undergone secondary collapse by the present. These statements are, 
however, valid fo r  one normalisation (i.e. one initial overdensity ). 
Varying the overdensity will a ffect which shapes remain as pancakes 
at the present and their major-axis velocities. We can set a limit on 
the collapse redsh ift fo r the LS in d ifferen t background universes 
by considering the present major axis ve locity  fo r ellipsoids with 
a2:a3 o f order 1:0.4, representing the limit o f common objects (PH 
F ig.3). Objects fla tter than this occur with a probability o f 0.07 (PH 
F ig.4). Requiring the expansion in the plane to be 0.73 H0 at z=0 
g ives  the follow ing limits:
Earlier collapse will result in velocities in the pancake plane smaller 
than those observed in the LS. For shapes o f order 1:0.5 which may 
occur reasonably often (12 per cent) we obtain
ÛQ = 0.1 
%  = 0.3
z (p)<3.31 
z (p )<0-01 (2.26)
a0 = o . i
£0 = 0.3
z (p)<1.46
z ( p) <0.1° (2.27)
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We use inequalities here since, fo r later collapse epochs there will be 
some (common) initial shapes with a3>0.5 which have H^O.TSHq. For 
iio=1.0 we cannot model the LS field  with the above structures, 
requ iring a more eccentric and hence unusual initial perturbation. I f  
we choose the overdensity so that our model o f the LS collapses at 
z=0, which corresponds to the least eccentric possible initial 
structure, we requ ire minor to major axis ratio o f 0.36 which has 
about 5% chance o f occuring. This agrees with the WS resu lt that for 
<V=1 a viab le model requires (a3/a1)<l/3 and demonstrates that the 
e ffec t o f using d ifferen t background assumptions is not drastic for 
fla t structures.
We see then that, fo r  the higher density universes, LS collapse 
must have occurred recently and so a hierarchical clustering picture 
is favoured, whereas in low-density universes it is possible to 
reconcile the LS ve loc ity  behaviour with a pancake picture in which 
galaxies form later. There are o f course ways to avoid this and allow 
Q0=l. The most obvious solutions are to appeal to non-Gaussian initial 
conditions or to a non-zero cosmological constant. I f  this seems 
distastefu lly ad hoc, there remains the possibility o f a more complex 
tidal fie ld  than the one we have considered. Allowance fo r  the effects  
o f d iscrete nearby clusters may relax the above limits somewhat. In 
the context o f this work, however, the LS must have grown from an 




Explosions in pancake models o f galaxy formation
3.1 Introduction
Let us b rie fly  recap points made in Chapter 1 which are o f 
d irect relevance here. In galaxy formation models involving large 
scale damping (e.g. adiabatic fluctuations in massive 
neutrino-dominated universes) large clouds are the firs t to collapse. 
Material fa lling in forms a pair o f stand-off shocks, enclosing a dense 
central layer. Because o f the high density, the layer can cool and 
fragm ent into galaxies or sub-galactic systems (Sunyaev & Zel’ dovich 
1972). Such models provide a good explanation for the large scale (~ 
tens o f Mpc) clustering o f galaxy clusters and recent observations o f 
streaming motions (Collins et al. 1985, Lynden-Bell e t al. 1988).
There are however several problems with the standard picture: 
i f  galaxies inhabit only the pancake planes, the high clustering 
strength  seen in N-body simulations implies a v e ry  recent formation 
epoch z~ l (White et al 1983), which is inconsistent with observations 
o f galaxies with old stellar populations at high redsh ift; there is some 
evidence fo r  processed material in the voids (Brosch & Gondhalekar
1984) which has no obvious origin; analysis o f observations o f the 
Local Supercluster (Tully 1986) indicate clouds o f galaxies away from 
the principal plane defined by the Virgo cluster.
Doroshkevich (1984) mentions the possibility that clump 
formation in the cooling gas in the dense central layer and the 
subsequent formation o f stars would release energy  which would not 
only a ffec t the pancake internal structure but induce flows and 
irregu larities  in the baryonic material falling in towards the pancake. 
This is an important hydrodynamical process which has not yet been 
incorporated into N-body simulation work.
In  this work., we investigate the consequences o f Doroshkevich’ s 
conjecture. For su fficien tly  large energy release, a blast wave travels 
out o f the central layer, influencing the state o f the baryonic 
material as it falls in. In particular we investigate whether any o f 
the shocked gas can cool before the present epoch, leading to 
formation o f galaxies outside  the pancake plane, in regions normally
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expected to be voids. This would help alleviate the clustering problem 
and p rovide explanations for the processed gas in voids and Tu lly ’ s 
clouds.
fh e  calculation is performed using a flu id -in -ce ll numerical 
scheme running on an axisymmetric grid  with initial conditions set up 
on the basis o f the Zel’ dovich approximation (see section 3.2). We 
instantaneously release energy  e (in units 1054 J) at the redsh ift zc 
when the dense central layer is formed. The en ergy  is assumed to be 
released in the manner proposed by Ostriker & Cowie (1981) and
Ikeuchi (1981) i.e. by the cumulative e ffec t o f supernovae. It thus 
su ffers  from the same weaknesses as the explosion model, except that 
here we have a well-defined population o f seeds.
I f  cooling o f the baryonic material shocked by the blast wave is 
possible before it falls into the central layer we check that the
fragm ents produced do not immediately collapse into the dense
pancake. There are two principal observational constraints, arising
from the presence o f shocked, high temperature, gas in the voids. 
The process must not produce too much X-ray emission, nor must it 
produce excessive fluctuations in the microwave background intensity 
v ia  the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect. We use these observations to 
constrain the magnitude o f the explosions and the epoch at which 
they are introduced. (Section 3.4)
3.2 The Model
We will follow the evolution o f a density fluctuation on a g iven  
comoving scale in the fluid approximation The basic equations of 
inviscid flow are solved on an axisymmetric space grid  using a 
robust, cpu— and storage-economical Eulerian d ifference scheme called 
FLIC which uses a tim e-splitting solution technique and includes 
artific ia l v iscosity  (fo r details see Gentry et al (1966)).
We are gratefu l to Dr. M. J. Wilson at Leeds U n iversity  for 
provid ing us with the basic code which we have modified in two 
ways; we solve the fluid equations in comoving coordinates using 
transformations g iven  by Shandarin (1980); secondly we use a 
logarithmic spacing away from the pancake plane to g ive  us high 
resolution where the most rapid evolution is occurring. For speed
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considerations we have adapted the code to run on a 64x64 
distributed array processor, initially at the U n iversity o f Edinburgh 
and la tter ly  at Queen Mary College. This adaptation resulted in a 
factor o f about 60 improvement in speed over the VAX 11/780, g iv in g  
us a re la tive ly  fast method of modelling cosmological hydrodynamics.
We are concerned with modelling the collapse o f massive clouds 
resu lting from the damping o f neutrino fluctuations by free  
streaming. The Zel’ dovich (1970) approximation for the growth o f such 
perturbations, which is exact for one-dimensional fluctuations, has 
been shown to be a good firs t order description o f 3-d behaviour by 
Shapiro et al. (1983). To set up the initial conditions fo r  collapse we 
adopt this ZeFdovich description imposing a plane wave perturbation 
o f scale 13.8 (fl0h2) -1 (see chapter 1) to the matter. The fluid
occupying the grid  represents the baryon component only. In our 
simulation, the e ffec t o f the massive neutrinos is purely  to provide 
the gravitational acceleration. We ignore the changes to the 
gravita tional field  resulting from the disturbed baryon component. As 
we typ ica lly  have ¿5^=0.14, &0=1 this omission is not serious. The 
massive neutrinos are assumed to follow the ZeFdovich approximation. 
This w ill be accurate i f  we are outwith the region near the pancake 
plane where orb it crossing has taken place. Shapiro and 
Struck-M arcell have shown that this is confined to the region defined 
by the stand-o ff shocks in the baryon component.
3.2.1 EQUATIONS OF FLUID FLOW IN COMOVING COORDINATES
The basic equations o f fluid flow (e.g. Landau & L ifsh itz 1959), 
including a gravitational field (see later fo r calculation), are written 
in comoving form x = r  / a (t).
£ £ b + 3 a £ b  +  i  V - P b X  =  0
3t a a
ax 3v 1 (v .V )y  av _ _ VP f  (3 .1 )
~ 3t a a
3E 1 V. (y (E+P )) , 3a(E+P) = P b X .(f-a x )_  a ^ v
at + a a a
where a (t) is the universal scale factor, v  is the peculiar velocity
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and E is the comoving energy  density. V = 3/3x and subscript b 
denotes baryon density. Notice that £ includes the unperturbed 
gravita tional field . Assuming a Friedmann model with negligib le 
pressure
M 4 ttGp
a "  3 (3 .2 )
we can simplify the equations to include only the peculiar 
acceleration
F = f + W
The Shandarin (1980) transformation o f variables
t 3 .3)
¿5 = pa3 ; e = Eas ; P = Pa5; v = av ; F = a3F ; d£ = dt/a2 (3 .4 )
with an equation o f state P «  pj  ̂ allows us to put the equations into 
a conservation-law  form suitable for use in a fin ite d ifference 
scheme. Remarkably, the resulting equations are identical to the 




V + V. V V = -VP/gb+ F
e v(e+P) PbS-1
( 3.5)
We must now consider how the initial conditions are set up.
3.2.2 ZEL’DOVICH APPROXIMATION
I f  we displace particles initially at comoving position to 
1T~e (.9.) where p is some displacement function then
r = a ( t )q  -  b (t )p (q )  (3 .6 )
is an approximate solution to the equations o f motion if  pressure can 
be neglected. For a one-dimensional perturbation the solution 3.6) is 
exact if b satisfies
b/b = -2 a/a (3 .7 )
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where a (t) is the scale factor with redshift dependence a (z )= (l+ z )-  ̂
and b (z ) is g iven  by Zel’ dovich/ig/O)
b (z )  = (1+i^oZ)1/2 £  (1+2, )2^ flo2, )3/2 (3 .8 )
£Iq describes the present total mass density. We can calculate the 
peculiar in fall velocity  v  = r  -  (a/a)r and acceleration F = r  -  (a'/a)r 
d irectly , and obtain the baryonic density evolution from the mass 
conservation condition
Pbd3r = pbod3a (3 .9 )
Assuming a 1-d sinusoidal perturbation o f comoving wavelength X = 
2iT/k along the in fall axis
Pz(9 z ) = B s in (kqz ) (3 .1 0 )
(fo r  neutrino free  streaming X = 13.8 (iJgh2)-1 Mpc e.g. Efstathiou & 
Silk 1983) and scaling ju = qz/X p = [0,1/2] then
r = a ( t )q z -  b(t)Bsin27T/J i )
vz = ((a/a )b  -  b)Bsin27rp i i )
(3 .1 1 )
F = -1 .5  b B sin2Trp i i i )
Pb= Pb0a-3 ( 1- (b/a ) kBcos2irp) " 1 i v )
and the radial ve loc ity  v '  is identically zero. B is defined by the
epoch o f caustic formation, when p -» «  at /J :  0 in a pressure free
collapse.
B = Xac/27Tbc = X (l+ zc ) _1/2lJbc (3 .12 )
It  is convenient to transform to dimensionless versions o f the 
Shandarin variables
P6 = ÊVp0; t '  = H0t; xf = X/X; v ' = vz/XH0; F ' = F/^H§; B'=B/X 3.13)
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where Hq is  the Hubble constant to  y ie ld
x7 = u -  -  B/sin(2TT/j) i )3.
vz = ( ^  -  b j aB7 s in ( 2îTjU) /H0 i i )
(3 .14 )
F7 = -1 .5  B7bsin(2TT/j)ii0 i i i )
ft' = 5b0( 1 ~ -  2ttB7cos( 2tt/u) ) _1 iv )D p0 a
We assume the initial gas temperature was actually set by adiabatic 
cooling since the last scattering surface at z :  1050 (Jones & Wyse
1985). i.e. it is essentially negligib le. More rigorously  residual 
ionisation e ffec ts  keep the temperature close to the radiation 
tem perature until z=100. This is o f no practical importance fo r  our 
calculation, as the thermal en ergy  is negligib le and is soon exceeded 
by the small thermal energies generated by the fin ite  d ifference 
approximation. Defining
P7 = p£T7 (3 .15 )
with
T7 = Ta2/(XHq) 2 (k/jUtoH) (3 .1 6 )
we can complete the setting up o f the in itial conditions
T7 = 36.0/(XHo) 2 i )
P7 = 36.0/(XHo) 2(1 -  ( 2nb/a)B7cos2ttju)~ 1 i i )
( 3.17)
For an ideal gas with adiabatic index y -  5/3, the internal energy  
density is 3/2 P and total en ergy  density
e7 = 1/2 p£,v72+ 3/2 P7 (3 .18 )
With this defin ition and dimensionless time
t 7 -  H01: = (2/ft0) ( l  -  (1+ iioz )1/2) (3 .1 9 )
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the flu id equations retain their conservation law form:
0
v ' + v. i ' y.' = -VP'/p^ + F7
e' v7 (e 7 +P7 ) p(,v7.F7
where V now represents d/dx'. As mentioned earlier we solve these 
equations using a modified form o f FLIC with a logarithmic spacing 
along the infall axis which allows us to monitor the rapid fluctuation 
o f density, ve loc ity  etc. near the dense central plane. Salient points 
are outlined in Appendix 1. For a symmetric collapse, the correct 
lower boundary condition is a rig id  wall at x/=0. With a logarthmic 
g rid  this is o f course impossible. We apply a r ig id  wall at the lower 
boundary o f the grid , typ ica lly  x '^ lO -4, and measure real vertica l 
distances (fo r  example the pancake thickness) from this point. In 
general calculation o f the initial conditions requ ires numerical 
in tegration  fo r  b (z ), b (z ) but fo r  = 1 exact solutions can be 
found:
b (z )  = §  (1 + z ) -2 ; B (z ) Hq (1 + z ) l/2 (3 .21 )
and equations 3.14) become :
x/ = u ~  2 t t  a  +  i t s i n  2 W  ( i )
jt - _ A .(.1 4 .1‘cX
Z
v '  =  -  -  S i n  27Tp
2TT ( 1  +  Z ) 3 / 2
(Ü)
(3 .2 2 )
F'  = “  %  a!  sin 2nu ( i i i )
e i =  [  1  ~  ( i  +  If0 0 8  2 m  ]  ( i v )
As discussed earlier the peculiar acceleration produced by the 
dynamically dominant neutrinos is obtained from the Zel’ dovich 
solution 3.14iii) or 3.22iii) which accurately specifies their e ffec t 
outside the central plane.
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3.2.3 POST COLLAPSE CONSIDERATIONS
At the collapse redsh ift zc pressure e ffec ts  cause a hot, dense 
shocked central layer to form, bounded by a pair o f s tand-o ff shocks 
which move slowly away from the central plane (Sunyaev & Zel’dovich 
1972). The high density o f the shocked material allows rapid enough 
cooling fo r  fragmentation to occur (Shapiro & Struck-M arcell 1985). 
Here we consider the consequences o f one o f the fragm ents releasing 
some en ergy  into the surrounding gas, in the manner proposed by 
Ikeuchi (1981) and Ostriker & Cowie (1981). One mechanism they 
propose is an initial burst o f star formation, leading to a burst o f 
supernova activ ity .
The en ergy  input e (in units o f 1054J), is implemented as an 
instantaneous increase in thermal en ergy  on ly fo r  the central grid  
cells. This is reasonable: Spinrad et al. (1972) have observed  colour 
grad ients on galactic core scalelengths fo r  which the fre e - fa ll time, 
indicating the star formation timescale fo r  an ellipsoidal component, is 
106yr, considerably smaller than the pancake fre e - fa ll time; 
Bookbinder et al. (1980) estimate from theoretical calculations o f 
supernova metal production and observation o f galaxy metal content 
that 1054 J o f en ergy  may have been emitted in a short-lived  early  
phase o f galaxy evolution. We employ a Gaussian weighting function 
to the en ergy  variable e (fo r a defin ition see Appendix 1) to avoid 
the problems an en ergy  spike would cause in the numerical scheme. 
This resu lts in a shock wave, which, provided it can leave the dense 
central layer, propagates down the density grad ient away from the 
plane. We discuss the va lid ity  o f this assumption in section 3.4 on 
the basis o f our results fo r  pancake thickness.
Our prime aim is to investigate whether any o f the gas shocked 
by the blast wave outside  the central layer may cool before it falls 
into the central plane. I f  this does occur, we may expect to form 
ob jects outside the (v e ry  thin) pancakes formed by neutrino collapse. 
Obviously the blast wave will also a ffect material in the pancake 
plane; we shall address this later.
For this process to be important, the cooled gas must not fa ll 
back into the pancake on a timescale less than the cooling timescale, 
and the high-tem perature shocked gas must not emit too much x-ray  
radiation to exceed the background constraints. We must also ensure
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that any hot gas produced does not cause excessive fluctuations in 
the microwave background radiation via  the Sunyaev-Zel’ dovich 
e ffect.
As noted earlier we can still employ the Zel’ dovich force 
calculation a fter the introduction o f the explosion even though 
red istribution  o f the baryonic material occurs, as it has little  e ffec t 
dynamically in neutrino-dominated models.
3.3 Hydrodynamic results
We can illustrate the general behaviour in models by a series of 
contour plots showing the density, pressure and temperature 
evolution. These plots are displayed in Appendix 2. In all models we 
have chosen &0=1, h=0.5 and 0^=0.14 to f it  the nucleosynthesis
constraint, so X~55.2 Mpc (see section 1.3). For large explosion 
energies e=102 (fo r example Figure A2.1) the explosion shock 
propagates to large scale heights above the central plane, producing 
a high temperature evacuated bubble at approximately constant 
pressure. With the high resolution our logarithmic spacing along the 
in fa ll axis p rovides, we can also distinguish the stan d-o ff shock, 
which is planar. When the input en ergy  is lower, c=10-1 *5, there is 
v e ry  little  radial propagation o f en ergy  i.e. the behaviour is 
essentially one-dimensional (F igure A2.2). It  is eviden t that in this 
model the volume affected  is considerably smaller, the post-shock 
temperature is lower and the shock falls back into the central plane 
fa ir ly  quickly. The one-dimensional nature o f the evolution is 
displayed more clearly  i f  we plot the contours against g rid  positions 
rather than the eulerian coordinates (F igure A2.3). This has important 
consequences in in terpreting  the results; we shall return to this 
later. For reference, in all cases the explosion was input over a 10 
cell square region  with a gaussian width o f 3 cells. We shall re fe r  to 
this as the 'standard explosion’ . The behaviour o f the stand-o ff 
shock is also well illustrated in Figure A2.3.
We have checked the typ ical temperatures and pressures 
generated in the plane shock against the approximate analytical 
solutions o f other authors (fo r  example Bond et al. 1984a),b), Shapiro 
& Struck-M arcell 1985). This confirms the va lid ity  o f our calculations
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fo r  the post-shock material. We have also found that an excellent fit  
fo r  the comoving thickness as a function o f time is
where X is the comoving wavelength o f the collapsing region  in Mpc. 
In the limit as z approaches zc (t-»1) this expression agrees well with 
the approximate solution used by Szalay et al.(1984)
which is valid for T < 1.5. Our f it  is accurate at least fo r T up to
5.5, the limit to which we have information. At late times the Szalay
et al. approximation is not good. We will comment later on the 
importance o f this d ifference when we look at the predicted
microwave fluctuations.
3.4 Constraints on model parameters
3.4.1 ESCAPE FROM THE CENTRAL PLANE
We are in a position now to discuss the va lid ity  o f our
assumption (see B.2..3) that the shock wave can leave the dense
central plane. We must ask how this depends on our model
parameters e and z c. In  our simulations we introduce the explosion at 
the epoch o f caustic formation. In  rea lity  there will be some delay, as 
cooling takes place and the putative massive stars go through their 
life  cycles. I f  this delay is too long, there is a chance that the
explosion may not, in fact, leave the high pressure central layer at 
all. In  round terms a blast wave o f en ergy  E will reach its maximum 
propagation radius rmax when its internal en ergy  density E/r^ax
drops to the ambient pressure. For escape we requ ire that rmax must 
be la rger than the pancake thickness at that time. To study this we 
use the approximation fo r  the central pressure g iven  by Bond et al. 
(1984b), which for our pancake size is
and our f it  (equation 3.23) fo r  the pancake thickness. I f  an ob ject
R =1.3 ( \Q ) ( T - l  31*5 Mpc (3 .2 4 )
P = 1.49xl052 (1+z)4 J Mpc 3 (3.25)
releases en ergy  at redsh ift z then the en ergy  requ ired  to allow 
escape from the plane is:
E = 5.11 x 1054(5| 2) 3(1+Z) 4 ( 1 -  ) 4-5 j  (3 .26 )
Table 3.1 shows the en ergy  requirement fo r  d iffe ren t collapse 
redsh ifts  assuming a comoving scalelength 55.2Mpc. Provided the time 
delay is short, a "typ ica l" galaxy in its early  evolution can provide 
the en ergy  requ ired , though this resu lt is marginal fo r  collapse 
redsh ift 7 i f  the time delay is roughly 10s years.
Table 3.1
’ime delay = 0.001 x t H Time delay = 0.01 x t H
:c z T E (J ) z c z T E (J )
1 0.996 1.002 5 .8xl043 1 0.963 1.019 1 .3xl048
4 3.963 1.007 6 .0xl047 4 3.659 1.073 1 .3xl052
7 6.882 1.015 1 .Ix l0 5° 7 5.983 1.146 l . lx lO 54
Some work is done in evacuating the central plane so our en ergy  
parameter e will thus be ocE where oc is some e ffic ien cy  factor fo r  the 
escape from the pancake plane. We have simply considered a point 
explosion escaping from the central plane, ignoring the possib ility  o f 
a more planar shock resu lting from the merging o f a succession o f 
explosions throughout the pancake. We will have more to say on this 
topic later.
Having confirmed the va lid ity  o f our earlier assumption let us 
now look in detail at the observational constraints on the model 
parameters (z c,e).
3.4.2 THE X-RAY BACKGROUND
X -ray measurements in the 3-50 kev band (summarised by 
Schwartz 1979) and analysis o f the HEAO-1 data by Marshall et al 
(1980) consistently g ive  an observed flux limit 1.8xl0-9 We
can calculate the x -ray  emission, due to optically-th in  bremsstrahlung 
(Ryb ick i & Lightman 1979), o f a model as a function o f redsh ift and 
observed  frequency. Assuming the structures are distributed on the
surface o f spheres at even spacing in comoving distance we calculate 
the total flux at any frequ ency using the flux-luminosity relation for 
the Friedmann model (e.g. Longair 1984, eqn 15.26). This spectrum 
can be in tegrated  up to g ive  the estimated flux in any waveband and 
compared to the observational limit g iven  above.
3.4.3 THE SUNYAEV-ZEL’DOVICH EFFECT
The Sunyaev-Zeldovich e ffect, scattering o f the microwave 
background radiation o f f  high-tem perature electrons, can also be 
used to constrain the model. The best large-angle observational data 
are from the beam switching experiment o f Davies et al. (1987), g iv in g  
a prelim inary measurement of:
AT/T = 3 .7xl0_s 
on angular sca le  8* at v=10.7GHz (3 .27 )
The small-angle experiments o f Uson & Wilkinson (1984) have a 4.5
arcmin beam throw. This is smaller than the angular size o f the
neutrino pancakes (see below), so we would not expect sign ificant 
variations on such scales. We can calculate the temperature 
fluctuation fo r  a g iven  direction through the computational g rid  as a 
function o f epoch z by using the non-relativ istic resu lt o f Zel’ dovich 
& Sunyaev (1969). Assuming small en ergy  transfer, valid  fo r  Te>Trac|, 
and that we are in the Rayleigh-Jeans (RJ) regime hv«kTracj then
AT/T = -2y (3 .28 )
where the Comptonisation parameter is
y = 1 .12xl0~38 [ n T dl (3 .29 )
J 6  G
along some line o f sight dl. We calculate the r.m.s. fluctuation in AT/T 
fo r  an infinitesimal beam width and w idely separated beams. In 
principle, this can be compared with the Davies et al. result i f  the 
fin ite  beam width and beam throw are accounted for. The fluctuation 
is due to variations in the number o f pancakes along d iffe ren t lines 
o f sigh t and variations in the contribution y j from a g iven  pancake
¿t-4-
as a resu lt o f d iffe ren t orientations with respect to the line o f sight. 
By choosing to confront observational constraints on angular scales 
la rger than the scale subtending the comoving pancake length at the 
collapse redsh ift, we hope that the lines o f sight will be v irtua lly  
independent. For our model (h=0.5,>.=55.2Mpc) the angular scale o f a 
pancake at z> l is about 16 arcmin fo r  an E instein-de-S itter Universe. 
To subtend an angle o f 8“ the ob jects would have to be placed at 
redsh ift 0.07! Assuming ob jects are placed randomly along the line 
o f sight, so that the total number N is distributed as Poisson with 
standard deviation /N, and calculating the variance in the y j values 
assuming random orientations, we can make a crude estimate o f the 
variance in AT/T (see Appendix 3 fo r  details). As we have ignored 
cooling in the numerical scheme (as we must: Falle et al 1984) and 
the ob jects are like ly  to be spaced more regu larly  than the random 
assumption our prediction should be an upper limit on AT/T fo r  our 
model. A more detailed calculation o f the anisotropies to be expected 
in such an experiment should rea lly  be attempted before strong 
conclusions can be drawn, but for these angular scales, the beams 
should be sampling the fu ll r.m.s. temperature fluctuation. An 
important e ffe c t  in this experiment is the dilution because the beam 
includes many independent lines o f sight. This 'beam smearing* e ffec t 
is complicated as the number o f independent ob jects contributing to 
a single beam is a function o f redsh ift. We have not calculated this 
e ffe c t  in detail, because, as we shall see, the dT/T limits are 
su ffic ien tly  weak that even a small number o f pancakes in the beam 
renders the dT/T constraint obsolete. The x -ray  background provides 
a much stronger constraint.
3.4.4 COOLING TIMES
Let us turn from a discussion o f theoretical and observational 
constraints on the model parameters to address the key issue o f the 
cooling times fo r  material shocked by the blast wave. We calculate a 
cooling time on the basis o f the Fall & Rees (1985) cooling function 
fo r  a H,He plasma (104 <T < 107 K) and the Ikeuchi et al (1983) 
approximation to the Bremsstrahlung cooling rate for 107 < T < 10  ̂ K. 
We also employ the Ikeuchi et al. approximation to the Compton 
cooling rate, important at redsh ifts ^ 3. We follow the kinematic
1+5
* INSERT:
We find shocked material by locating density peaks on the grid . In 
order to calculate a cooling time fo r  this gas, we need the temperature, 
which is derived from the pressure. This has to be done with some care, 
as the artific ia l v iscos ity  spreads the shock over a number o f cells, so 
there is a spurious precursor o f material with pressure intermediate 
between the p re -  and post-shock values. For the purposes o f calculating 
the cooling times, the pressure throughout the numerical shock transition 
region  is assumed to have the immediate post-shock value.
behaviour o f material which cools rap id ly as it moves in the force 
field  o f the dense central layer. This is a particu larly  simplified 
calculation, assuming instantaneous cooling o f material at the moment 
it is shocked, redsh ift z s, and the formation o f collisionless objects 
by fragmentation. Obviously we should consider hydrodynamic e ffec ts  
for some period a fter shocking o f the material, which will act to hold 
up the collapse toward the central plane. In this approximate 
calculation i f  the idealised fragment collapses into the central layer 
before  the epoch by  which the material it represents has cooled then 
such material does not provide a suitable source fo r  the creation o f a 
bound ob ject o f f  the pancake plane.
3.5 Constraints results
3.5.1 X-RAY BACKGROUND
We display the results fo r  the predicted x -ray  flux and 
microwave fluctuations in figu res  3.1 and 3.3. For the x -ray  flux, fu ll 
line contours represen t models (z c,e) which satis fy  the observational 
constraints. The range o f energies e we investigate is consistent with 
our earlier statement concerning the en ergy  expended by the blast 
wave in escaping from the plane and the magnitude o f the likely
release o f en ergy  in the early  phases o f galaxy evolution.
Let us consider the x -ray  diagram, figu re  3.1, firs t. The basic 
result is that as the explosion en ergy  input increases the contributed 
x -ray  flux increases. R eferring back to our hydrodynamic results 
(section 3.3), as e increases a larger volume o f material is shocked to 
tem peratures high enough to produce x -ray  emission by the 
bremsstrahlung process. Notice that material contributing x -ray
photons may have been shocked both by the blast wave and the
plane shock which hits it later on. The turnover above redsh ift 6 has
a fa ir ly  simple explanation. For large zc values the post plane-shock 
temperature, which is mainly a function o f the baryon infall ve loc ity  
at a g iven  redsh ift, can reach the limiting temperature 3.5xl07(l+ z )K  
at which 3keV xray luminosity is contributed. The material has fallen 
in from a grea ter distance above the central plane and has been 
accelerated to higher velocities in these early  collapse models. So the
4-k
We plot, the observed xray flux for a population of pancakes, 
distributed evenly in comoving distance out to the collapse 
epoch, all of which fonn at redshift. zc and are affected by 
a given explosion characterised by e (see text for further 
detaiIs).
Figure  3.1
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centra] layer starts dominating the contribution a g iven  pancake 
makes to the flux, overwhelm ing the blast wave e ffec t and hence the 
dependence on e. We can put the follow ing approximate limits on e 
and zc .
£ < lO '1-8 ; zc < 6.3
These could be relaxed somewhat i f  cooling was considered. Of course 
our resu lts assume that all ob jects form at one particular redsh ift zc . 
The x -ray  flux contribution from less distant ob jects is that o f 
pancakes which have evolved  considerably since the explosion en ergy  
input at zc . A grea t deal o f work has been done recently  on 
studying the collapse epochs o f peaks o f va ry in g  density contrast in 
normally d istributed density perturbations (Peacock & Heavens 1985, 
Bardeen et al. 1986). The resu lt fo r  a spectrum similar to the 
post-recombination spectrum o f neutrino perturbations (a Zel’ dovich 
spectrum modified by  neutrino free-stream ing) is shown in Figure 
3.2. The calculation is normalised so that a 1.7a peak (the mode o f 
the probab ility  distribution) collapses at redsh ift 2 and it is obvious 
from the plot that many ob jects collapse much earlier. As we va ry  
the collapse redsh ift o f a 1.7a peak the curve translates up and 
down the time axis. To estimate the total observed  x-ray flux from a 
distribution o f ob jects with a range o f collapse redsh ifts  we can 
in tegrate  over the probability  distribution. In table 3.2 we present 
x -ray  flux limits fo r  two models where the size o f the explosion 
introduced is fixed but the collapse redsh ift o f the modal peak is 
varied .
Table 3.2
Collapse red sh ift  lo g lo (0bserved flu x ) lo g 10(Observed flu x )





A crucial factor (see Figure 3.1) is obviously how many o f the zc =6.5 
and above peaks influence the result. Provided the 1.7a peak 
collapses later than redsh ift 2 or so there are v e ry  few  objects 






















This shows the p ro b a b ility  d is tr ib u tion  fo r  the number o f  
peaks forming at any p a rticu la r epoch. A peak with density 
contrast 1.7 times the r.m .s density  flu ctu ation  collapses 
at red sh ift 2.
Figure 3.2











rece ived  (see F igure 3.2). It is eviden t that a v e ry  small explosion (e 
<C 10~2) would be requ ired to reconcile our models with observation. 
However the results o f section 3.4 (Table 3.1) suggest that, fo r  a 
g iven  time delay between caustic formation and en ergy  release, the 
typ ica l en ergy  escaping from the central layer will be smaller fo r  the 
high redsh ift models. This e ffe c t would reduce our predictions for 
the total received  flux i f  we could also account fo r  a range o f 
explosion energies.
Finally le t us b rie fly  consider the possib ility  o f explosions going 
o f f  all along the pancake. The x -ray  constraint would change v e ry  
little  from the limits set from analysis o f the standard explosion. 
Given the limited spatial resolution in our numerical calculation there 
is a blast en ergy  below which essentially no material is shocked to a 
high enough temperature to produce x -rays in the 3-50kev band. 
This is obviously independent o f the volume o f baryonic; material 
a ffected .
3.5.2 SUNYAEV-ZEL’DOVICH EFFECT
As discussed in Appendix 3 the variance in dT/T depends on 
knowing the thickness for each pancake and calculating the Compton 
paramater along a line o f s ight perpendicular to the pancake plane. 
Table 3.3 shows results where the e ffe c t o f the standard explosion 
has been excluded. These results can be compared d irectly  with 
analytic calculations o f the standard pancake picture (see below).
Table 3.3








Generally as the collapse redsh ift goes up the microwave fluctuation
is increasing. We suggest that material h itting the plane shock is 
being heated to higher temperatures and the line o f sight 
contributing is longer. It  is in teresting to note that the predictions
o f Szalay et al. (1984) are roughly 4-5 times as large as our values.
We have already mentioned their equation fo r  shock thickness which 
is a gross over-estim ate at late times (large r ),  and the baryon 
density p^ec^h2 is a factor 3 larger fo r their models. Both o f these 
factors increase the size o f the fluctuation predicted. This is 
balanced somewhat by their la rger value o f h so that there are fewer 
pancakes along the line o f sight. However this only accounts for an 
increase by a factor o f approximately 2 in dT/T so that the
discrepancy noted above is understandable.
We now wish to look at the e ffec t o f introducing explosions on 
the variance in dT/T. We saw that fo r  small explosions, the behaviour 
o f the blast wave is almost one-dimensional (section 3.3) with the 
blast wave travellin g  v e ry  little in the radial direction. The 
implication o f this is that fo r  these explosions it is the increase in 
surface en ergy  density which is fundamentally important. In  the 
standard explosion we have introduced 10s4 £ J over a c ircle o f
radius ~ 0.69 Mpc, g iv in g  an average surface density o f 6.7xl053 £ J 
Mpc-2 . Let us now calculate the variance in dT/T using the 
appropriate pancake thickness and compton parameter fo r  a line o f 
s igh t through the blast wave perpendicular to the pancake plane. 
This e ffe c t iv e ly  assumes that the surface en ergy  density above is 
released at all points along the pancake. F igure 3.3 shows the results 
fo r  g iven  standard explosion energies which are best in terpreted  as 
the surface en ergy  density input described above. One can see that 
in fact even  fo r  £=10-1 at z c=4 the variance in dT/T is on ly up by a 
factor o f 1.6. So even fo r  this extreme limit assuniing explosions all 
along the pancake rather than the standard case, the additional 
contribution is fa ir ly  small.
An important point to consider is the beam-smearing e ffe c t 
re fe rred  to in section 3.4.3. Even if  the entire variation in the 
temperature is due to the S-Z e ffect, the e ffe c t o f fin ite  beam size 
renders this constraint weaker than the x -ray  constraint. With the 
minimal assumption o f 4 independent ob jects in the 8 beam, the r.m.s 
dT/T would go down by a factor 2 (a logarithmic decrease o f 0.3). A 
glance at F igure 3.3 then confirms that the only models excluded by
The predicted r.m.s. variation in microwave distortion dT/T 
resulting from the effect of material hit by the blast and plane 
shocks (see text). Again, as for figure 3.1, the population of 
objects contributing to the coinpton parameter are characterised 
by a single z<: and e.
Figure  3.3
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Our criterion  fo r  cooling is as follows. Fluid shocked at zs a fter the 
collapse epoch zc will eventually fa ll back into the plane o f the pancake. 
I f  cooling can take place before this, then it is possible fo r bound ob jects 
to form outside the pancake plane. We can estimate when in fall occurs by 
assuming that gas which can cool e ffic ien tly  fragm ents into bound ob jects 
whose subsequent behaviour is determined only by the in itia l ve loc ity  and 
grav ity . We calculate a cooling time on the basis o f the temperature and 
density o f the shocked gas, and flag  any cells which cool (at zcool)  before 
the epoch at which infall into the central layer occurs. The
follow ing table shows the cells with the shortest cooling times fo r  a g iven  
explosion en ergy  and collapse redsh ift. These cells lie at the densest part, 
o f the blast wave, where it  meets the central layer. The best chance fo r  
cooling occurs soon a fter the explosion, when the proper mass density o f 
the flu id is highest. For these small explosions, there is little  sideways 
expansion o f the blast, which would cause the internal pressure to drop.
results are summarised in Figure 3.4.
e zc zs Cooling time (s) zcool zinfall
IO“ 3 2 1.98 3.4 X 1016 1.34 1.6
IO*2 2 1.98 4.8 X 1016 1.17 1.4
H T 1 2 1.98 8.7 X 1016 0.83 1.2
l 0-3 3 2.99 3.2 X 1016 1.90 2.7
10-2 3 2.99 6.8 X 1016 1.28 2.4
10“ 1 3 2.99 7.3 X 1016 1.22 2.0
10-3 4 3.98 5.9 X lO i5 3.51 3.5
IO "2 4 3.98 7.1 X 1015 3.43 3.1
10-1 4 3.98 1.7 X 1013 2.87 2.5
10~3 5 4.98 4.6 X 1015 4.40 4.2
IO "2 5 4.98 1.1 X 1016 3.83 4.1
10"1 5 4.98 1.5 X 1016 3.50 3.5
IO“ 3 6 5.97 3.1 X 10*5 5.39 5.3
IO "2 6 5.97 5.9 X 1015 4.95 4.9
IO“ 1 6 5.97 9.1 X 1015 4.55 4.3
the microwave constraint are at z)f 6.5, already ruled out by the 
x -ray  constraint.
3.5.3 COOLING TIMES
We can now turn to a discussion o f the cooling properties. We
find material shocked early  on by the blast wave can on ly cool
rap id ly  i f  the collapse redsh ift is 4 or greater. At these epochs 
Compton cooling becomes important. The scale height o f such material 
is v e ry  small ( <0.01 Mpc) and the cooling material collapses into the)
central plane rapidly. We are faced with the follow ing problem: for
the scale height o f cooling material to be in teresting the shock must 
propagate well away from the central plane. Such material must also 
get a large ve loc ity  boost to p reven t it fa lling back into the neutrino 
potential well too rapidly. But a large en ergy  explosion produces high 
temperature material which cools slowly and the highest shocked 
densities, facilitating cooling, are in the part o f the blast wave 
closest to the central plane. We must conclude that there is no 
possib ility  o f bound ob jects forming at cosmologically sign ificant 
distances from the pancake plane.
3.6 Discussion
We have shown that the scale height o f cooling material in 
neutrino models which do not violate observational constraints is
v e ry  small. The explosive process we have investigated can not
sign ifican tly  a ffect the large scale distribution o f baryonic material 
and so no answer to the timing problem (see in tro ) is apparent. We 
rule out the possib ility o f promoting galaxy formation away from the 
dynamically dominant neutrino distribution along the infall axis. A 
second method o f reducing the high leve l o f clustering is to prevent 
galaxies form ing close to each other within the pancake plane. Braun 
et al. (1988) discuss such "an ti-b iasing" o f galaxy formation; 
suppressing the clustering o f galaxies rela tive to the neutrinos. I f  
the influence o f the firs t ob jects to form is to preven t the formation 
o f other ob jects locally (i.e. Mpc scales) the timing problem can be 
eliminated. We can say something about the "most extravagant in
en ergy " suppression mechanism, the blast wave, discussed by the
authors. The explosive process we have investigated must a ffec t the
internal structure o f the pancake, producing a "suppression radius"
in the manner discussed by Braun et al. Local evacuation o f material
in the pancake plane up to a scale r s (e/P )1/3 is a possibility.
Using the expression fo r  pressure in the pancake plane quoted
earlier (e q n 3.25 ) the proper distance influenced is
y
r s 4 e -^ l+ z )-4/3 Mpc (3.30)
Braun et al. demonstrate that suppressing galaxy formation within a 
fixed proper radius 5h-1/ (l+Z f) Mpc a fter the onset o f galaxy 
formation at redsh ift Zf reduces clustering in high density regions. 
This is reasonable: the observed  galaxy clustering length is 5h_1 
Mpc, so we c learly  have to a ffec t galaxy formation on these scales i f  
we are to modify sign ificantly the clustering length. Identification o f 
the present epoch in biased simulations, where ob jects collapsing 
within the suppression radius o f an earlier form ing galaxy do not 
become luminous, admits a formation epoch o f 3.6, alleviating the 
timing problem which the standard picture faces. With h=0.5 and 
Zf=3.6, r=:2,17Mpc and we requ ire £=4, a model which would easily 
vio late the xray and dT/T constraints. So this blast wave suppression 
mechanism would seem to be problematical.
The enrichment o f voids and the markedly non~planar 
distribution o f galaxy clouds in the LS remain unexplained by the 
explosive process. It  is also apparent that neutrino pancakes can not 
be put forw ard as the seeds fo r  the explosive picture o f formation as 
the en ergy  released can not a ffect relevant (Mpc) scale regions o f 
space without vio lating observational constraints.
I t  is also in teresting to look at the fraction o f baryonic material 
which can cool by z= l in a va rie ty  o f models. This fraction  increases 
from rough ly  12% for zc=2 to 38% for zc=6. I t  is obvious then that 
the redsh ift 2 resu lt is on ly marginally consistent with the observed 
baryon density from luminous material (%um =0.01 from observations 
o f galaxies). Our results are v e ry  d ifferen t from those o f Shapiro and 
Struck-M arcell who quote the much smaller baryon fraction 10% for 
their zc -6 model. The smaller h value in our calculation (0.5 as 
opposed to 0.75), and hence the larger time availible fo r  cooling 
between epochs 6 and 1, is counteracted by the smaller baryon 
density pb «  &bh2 in our models (0.035 to 0.056) which should result
in longer cooling times. The d ifference in the two sets o f results may 
arise because Shapiro and Struck-Marcell include cooling in their 
numerical scheme. The cooling rate fo r  material must be a function o f 
time whereas our rate is assumed constant at its immediate 
post-shock value.
Of course, we could appeal to a higher pancake formation 
redsh ift so that Compton cooling would be e ffec tive  in reducing the 
x -ray  emission and microwave distortion. At least 3 problems are 
immediately apparent: F irstly  this cooling would be h igh ly e ffic ien t so 
that most o f the baryons would be in neutral states; secondly Bond & 
Efstathiou (1984) show that small (arcmin) fluctuations in the MWB 
rule out Zformation^-5. Recent revision  o f the Uson and Wilkinson 
limit upwards by a factor o f two allows us to push back this limit to 
rough ly ten; th ird ly , as we have shown in Chapter 2, the transitory 
nature o f pancakes would mean that by the present all structures 
would have evolved  into "clusters".
In  passing, it is clear that it is impossible to ionise the voids 
with explosions which do not violate the x -ray  constraint. The 
Gunn-Peterson test, limiting the neutral hydrogen  fraction to nHI <
10-5p/pc, is violated. The problems o f fu lly  ionising the IGM,
discussed by Shapiro (1986) among others, remain unsolved.
The conclusion o f this work is that explosions can not alleviate
the problems o f the adiabatic neutrino model o f galaxy formation. 
F igure 3.4 summarises our work. We can define a region  in the £,zc 
plane populated by models which fit  x-ray  and microwave constraints 
and produce o ff-p lane material which can cool. The allowed region  is 
rather small and we have shown that the scale height o f cooling 
material is inconsequential.
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4.1 Problems addressed in the thesis
We have looked at two important questions in the so-called 
pancake theory o f galaxy formation which have a d irect bearing on 
the orig in  o f the large scale clustering o f material in the universe.
In  chapter 2 we discussed the collapse o f proto­
cluster/supercluster clouds through and beyond the formation o f a 
pancake using a homogeneous ellipsoid model. Assuming that the 
pancake remains thin we calculated the subsequent evolution to 
filam entary or more spherical structures. We determined the present 
shape o f such clouds, and hence the type o f structures galaxies 
populate, as a function o f the overdensity  and initial axial ratio o f 
the ellipsoid. The in teresting result which emerges is that i f  we 
requ ire  typ ica l ob jects (see 2.3.2) to collapse at redsh ift 3 v e ry  few  
pancake-like structures su rvive  at the present day. We would expect 
galaxies to populate filamentary or more spherical structures, unlike 
a naive in terpretation  o f the standard pancake theory.
In  chapter 3 we have tackled the possib ility  that ob jects 
form ing in the dense central part o f the pancake interact 
hydrodynam ically with material fa lling in to the pancake producing a 
’ secondary formation’ o f galaxies (bound ob jects ). Such a process 
would alter the clustering scale fo r galaxies perpendicular to the 
pancake plane. For our chosen baryonic density ilj-, = 0.14, cooling o f 
material shocked by a blast wave escaping from the pancake plane is 
on ly possible at redsh ifts  greater than 4. For models which f it  the 
x-.rayflux and microwave constraints such cooling material has a v e ry  
small scale height above the plane (<0.1Mpc). We conclude that 
explosions can not provide the biasing mechanism required to 
a lleviate the timing problems (see chapter 1) facing standard pancake 
models.
4.2 Pancake models: the future.
We have been unable to find a hydrodynamic solution to the 
clustering problem faced by ’ standard’ pancake models. Some means
5 i
o f ’ an ti-b iasing ’ the formation o f galaxies away from the deepest 
potential wells in the neutrino distribution must be found or such a 
scenario is untenable. This anti-b iasing process will undoubtedly 
depend on the details o f galaxy formation and evolution, as yet 
poorly  understood in pancake models. Of course as theoreticians, we 
would pride ourselves in being able to concoct some hybrid  pancake 
model in vo lv in g  cold and hot dark matter, or abandon the physically 
appealing assumptions o f £i0 = 1 and gaussian fluctuations, to make 
our model f i t  crucial observations, but this is fa r from satisfactory. 
There must be a simpler answer. Ultimately we must re ly  on 
observation  to guide our inven tive  minds. Concrete evidence fo r  a 
neutrino rest mass, or fo r  non-luminous matter in dwarf galaxies 
would be important. Better determination o f the large scale clustering 
o f galaxies and galaxy clusters, and more accurate ve loc ity  
measurements to monitor the mass distribution, are a must i f  theories 
are to be constrained let alone g iven  a sound basis.
Cred it must be g iven  to observation  ra th e r than theories, and to 
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Appendix 1
Aspects o f the FLIC d ifference scheme
We describe here the modifications which had to be made to the 
general d ifference scheme ’FLIC ’ o f Gentry et al. (herea fter GMD) for 
our specific purposes, how the new scheme was tested and note the 
relevan t programming considerations.
Flic deals with total quantities fo r cells. We will focus on the 
basic flu id equation fo r  z momentum (3.1 without the force term) to 
explain the major points in the numerical scheme before going on to 
describe the adaptations made.
|evz + |_<Pv*+P> + i | ( P v r v2r ) = 0  (
dt 3z r dr
is in tegrated  over the cell volume :
3 f AZMOM f 3 , 2 . f i d ,
atJ evzdV = " S T  = “  j 3z z + P)dV "  J r S r (e V z r )d ?  (41' 2)
0 f  2 )  3 )
= -  PdS -  pv v dS -  pv v dS (A1.3)j z j z z z  J z r r
making use o f the d ivergence theorem, where dSr ,dSz are the 
incremental surface areas in the z and radial direction. Such terms 
are dealt with in two stages; an acceleration stage (GMD eqn. 3) 
where the pressure integral, term 1, is approximated
j PdSZ = ( <P + q h - H / 2, j  -(P + q ) i - l / 2, j  > X S2i , j  (A1' 4)
(Sz is the top surface area o f the appropriate cell, q is an artificia l
v iscos ity  term which enhances the stability o f the scheme and
subscript 1 / 2  indicates values at a cell boundary)
followed by a transport phase (GMD eqns. 8-12) where the
z—momentum is convected between cells at the ve loc ity  calculated in 
the acceleration phase:
J (Pvz ) v zdSz -  ( (P v z ) k_ 1 (v z ) k_ l/2 ~ (Pvz ) k (v z ) k+l/2 ) x Szk (A1.5)
This tw o-stage process is done fo r  both radial and z components, so 
term 2) in eqn, A1.3 is dealt with in the transport phase o f the z 
calculation and term 3) in the corresponding stage o f the r 
calculation.
We want to deal with a logarithmic coordinate along the z-axis 
as the in teresting  physics occurs close to the central plane where 
the variab les are fluctuating rapidly. Defining logarithmic coordinate 
z = ln (z ') ,  and retain ing the conservation law form in cylindrical polars 
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It  is d ifficu lt to incorporate the large number o f ’ source terms’ (rhs 
o f the above eqn. A1.6) into the Flic scheme. Now we saw that Flic 
operated on in tegra l quantities; provided we set up the density, 
en ergy  density and pressure to be the re-defined  quantities £hg=p£ez , 
e ^ e 'e 2, P = P 'e z with cell volumes in our new coordinate system 
v log=vreale~Z then Flic will update real cell mass (PBv log)> momentum 
and en ergy  as before. With this variable defin ition the equations 
have a much simpler form:
Pb £>bvz e z PBvr r/ 0




+ r 'd r '
r '  (pBvi-2+P) p/r'




It is v e ry  much clearer how the firs t-o rd e r  equations should be 
adapted:
1) The acceleration o f cell materia] in r  or z directions is 
calculated as before (eqns. 3)-6) GMD) from real pressure gradients 
(now Pe_ z ) adding in the gravitational force term to the z component.
4 if
2) In the radial and z direction transport phases we simply 
convect real cell mass (now pge~z ), momentum and en ergy  as before 
at the intermediate ve loc ity  calculated in step 1.
I f  we take the new zmomentum equation
f f i p i  + | _ ( fBv '2+ p) e_Z + I  |r (?Bv V r O  = 0 (Al
we can again iden tify  total quantities fo r  a g iven  grid  cell:
AZMOM r 2) r ~ 3) r 4)
[ PRF/dV -  f Pe ZdS -  f ô v  e Zv dS -  f ô v e Zv dS 
J B  J z J B z  z z J B z r r
(A1.9)
At
In the acceleration phase we approximate
I f " dsz = < ( ((p+ «e-z)i_I/2j) x Sz. j
(A1.10)
adding in the force  term approximation
}  V MV = HASSt  X (Fk+1/2 -  Fk_ 1/2) 0 1 .1 1 )
The Flic 7.  transport phase approximation to term 3) becomes:
(p v e Z)v  dS = ( (p „e  Zv ), , (v  ). . -  (p,,e Zv ), (v  ), . ) x Sz.B z '  z z v B z 'k - lv  z k - 1 / 2  B z ykv z /k+i/2/ k
(A1.12)
Operation o f the scheme, particu larly boundary conditions, was 
checked carefu lly  by the standard method o f testing shock 
propagation. The behaviour o f a plane shock on an otherw ise uniform 
density g rid  is shown in F igure A l . l )  and point, line and plane 
explosion behaviour in the absence o f g ra v ity  are g iven  in Figures 
A1.2)-A1.4). Qualitatively the evolution is reasonable. Notice that the 
smearing out o f the discontinuity is a numerical artefact. Schemes are 
designed to make a numerical shock as narrow as possible without 
producing large downstream oscillations. Also obvious in Figure A1.2) 
is the e ffe c t o f the fin ite  region  over which a ’point’ explosion is 
introduced. The shock becomes spherical fa ir ly  close to the origin. 
This is important i f  we are to derive  meaningful results with regard  
to the density behaviour in our models. The evolution o f the shock
4 s
20 -JO 60 30
Figure A l . l
The propagation o f  a plane shock by the modifie 
form o f  the FLIC code fo r  a logarithm ic spacinc 
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Figures A l .2 -  A l.4  P o in t, l in e  and plane explosion evo lu tion  are 
shown in  terms o f  dens ity  contours. F igure A1.2 shows two d if fe r e n t  
width 'p o in t ' explosions (see tex t section  3.2.3 )
( i )  Gaussian width 3 c e l ls
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was checked quantitatively against simple shock theory predictions 
fo r  the postshock velocity , density and pressure. In addition the 
pre-collapse behaviour, which is en tire ly  1-dimensional, should match 
the Zeldovich approximation predictions at any epoch. We also use the 
approximate expressions from Sunyaev & Zel’ dovich (1972) to check 
the pressure generated in the central plane.
It  should be noted that the f irs t  order nature o f the solution is 
such that we are e ffe c tiv e ly  solving the viscous flow  problem and 
viscous pressure is introduced. Provided this e ffec t is small 
compared to any real e ffec t o f en ergy  input at the collapse epoch we 
can ignore it.
The choice o f a logarithmic spacing considerably increases the 
CPU time fo r  a g iven  calculation as the stab ility  condition employed 
by Flic to set the time step fo r  each iteration o f the d ifference 
scheme depends on the relation between cell size and flu id velocity . 
The Courant condition (GMD eqn. 28)
time step < 0.4 x minimum(cell s iz e / flu id  v e lo c ity )  (A1.13)
essentially re flects  the fact that the maximum fractional size o f any 
quantity convected between cells = 0.4. This condition is thus easily 
adapted to our new logarithmic coordinate system, where we convect 
pe-z  etc. Calculation time was reduced considerably by transferring  
the code to run on a distributed array processor (DAP). This 
non -triv ia l task was carried out in a charming and elegant way by 
Dr. A.F.Heavens/ The DAP, which is available through a link to the 
E.R.C.C.*, performs 64x64 operations simultaneously and is obviously 
particu larly  suitable for the space grid  solution. We are gratefu l to 
Dr A.Trew fo r  his help with implementing the DAP fortran  code and 
fo r  gran ting us some o f his p rio rity  use o f the machine.




The behaviour o f  density, pressure and temperature is  
i l lu s tr a te d  fo r  two d if fe r e n t  models.
Figure A2.1 e = 102 , z c = 5 
Figure A2.2.A2.3 e = 10“ 1*5 , z c = 2
For d e ta ils  see iitd iv idual figu re  captions.
1  i
Figure A2.1
The behaviour o f  density, pressure and temperature fo llo w in g  
the input o f  explosion energy e=102 at z c=5 (see  te x t fo r  
d e ta i ls ) .  The rad ia l and ’ z ’ coordinates are comoving values 
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As fo r  figu re  A2.1 but the explosion energy is  now e=10-1 -5 
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D ensities , pressures and temperatures are p lo tted  against 
g r id  p os ition  fo r  the model in figu re  A2.2 to d isp lay  the 
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The variation in A = dT/T is composed o f variations in N, the 
number o f pancakes along the line o f sight, and variations in y j, the 
compton parameter contribution from a g iven  pancake due to 
d iffe ren t orientations with respect to the line o f sight.
. yJJ
y . = mm 
J
(c o s i)  .
J CAS.11
_ Z U ____
(c o s i ) . max j
where cosimax = \j is the pancake thickness and y j j  is the
compton parameter along a line o f sigh t perpendicular to the pancake 
plane. Defining
S . ( i )  = (c o s i )  . i  < i
J J max
1
(c o s i ) . i  > imax j  max
(A3.2)
then <yj> = y j j  <Sj>. It  is easy to show that <Sj> = 1 + lnOj, where 
0 j=X/lj and <Sj2> = 2cf>j -  1. So the variance in Sj
2 2 2a -  <S > -  <S .>
s j J J
=  2 0  . -  2 1 n 0 .  -  ( l n < t > . ) 2 -  2
J J J
(A3.3 )
Standard theory on errors  g ives  us the variance in A
°a  = <A >2 + 4 E  o  2 (A3.4)A N J j  y .
I f  we assume independence o f the number o f pancakes and their 
thickness i.e. we are assuming a Poisson distribution for N, the total 
number o f ob jects along the line o f sight, then aN2=N. Although 
s tr ic t ly  we do not expect a Poisson distribution, we shall see that the 
resu lt is not sensitive to this assumption. Also ^ y j2 = y_|j2as j2 anc* 
with a little  algebra
o A = <A>A
, 2 2 -. 1/2 
A  + 5  yJJ aSj 1 (A3.5)




where <A> = -2 S  y , . <S.>
j = i  l j  J
So g iven  y j j  and Oj(=X/lj) i.e g iven  the compton parameter along a 
line o f sigh t perpendicular to the plane and the pancake thickness 
we can calculate the desired variance in A, We estimate the variance 
by d istribu ting pancakes even ly  in comoving distance out to the 
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Summary. The gravitational collapse of non-rotating, hom ogeneous, triaxial 
ellipsoids is followed through and beyond the form ation of a tw o-dim ensional 
caustic surface ( ‘pancake’). In previous work on this problem , ‘filam ents’ 
(one-dim ensional structures) correspond only to the degenerate case of 
collapsing prolate spheroids; all o ther shapes, except spheres, collapse to 
pancakes. In this work, we find that, assuming dissipation or relaxation processes 
keep the surface relatively thin after form ation, pancakes undergo fu rther 
anisotropic collapse in their planes, forming either filam entary structures or m ore 
isotropic configurations which we call clusters. Filam ents thus do not correspond 
to  a degenerate case, but arise naturally from  this secondary collapse phase. 
Some pancakes may nevertheless persist indefinitely, never undergoing the 
secondary collapse to a filam ent. H ow ever, if we com pare the initial shapes 
requ ired  for this behaviour with the initial shape distribution expected for 
m axim a in three-dim ensional G aussian noise, we find tha t long-lived pancakes 
should be rare , particularly for high Q 0 values. In addition we find a very simple 
yet pow erful result on the collapse epoch of objects of a  given overdensity with 
different initial shapes.
1 Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Lin, M estel & Shu (1965), it has been well know n th a t the 
anisotropic gravitational field of a uniform density ellipsoid leads to  accentuation of asphericity 
with tim e. As the collapse proceeds, a two-dimensional elliptical caustic surface is produced, 
with infinite density. Only in the degenerate case of an ellipsoid with two equal short axes will 
collapse lead to a one-dim ensional filam ent. Spherically sym metric collapse to  a point occurs only 
if all th ree  axes are equal.
D oroshkevich (1970) discussed the nature of constant overdensity surfaces for random  density 
perturbations in the context of the Z e l’dovich formalism; high-density regions may be
approxim ated by hom ogeneous ellipsoids and the shapes of the constant overdensity  surfaces 
thus give the initial axes of these ellipsoids. H e showed that these surfaces are generally 
aspherical, and the probability that two principal axes (of the deform ation tensor) are  equal 
is particularly low, so it might seem that filam ent and point structures should be very rare. 
H ow ever, let us consider the evolution of an hom ogeneous ellipsoid beyond its collapse to a 
tw o-dim ensional pancake. If the form ation of such a caustic surface results in dissipation of 
the m otion perpendicular to the surface, then the anisotropic gravitational and velocity fields 
will lead to fu rther growth of anisotropy, in the sense that the eccentricity of the  elliptical pancake 
increases with time.
In the adiabatic theory of galaxy form ation (for a recent review, see E fstath iou  & Silk 1983), 
fluctuations in density are dam ped below a mass scale M D= 1 .3 x lO 12(i2o/!2)~ 3/2 M 0 , or 
4 X1015 (mv /30  eV )“2 M 0 (h =  H0/100 k m s ' 1 M pc-1) if the mass of the U niverse is dom inated  by 
one light neutrino of mass m,,. In these cases, the identification of ellipsoids with 
supercluster-scale regions of higher-than-average density is not too unrealistic. In this picture, 
as collapse proceeds any new layers of gas which accrete onto the pancake have m ost of their 
kinetic energy transform ed into heat by a pair of shock waves set up in the baryon fluid either 
side of the caustic surface (Sunyaev & Z el’dovich 1972). This heat can then  be dissipated in the 
dense central region by radiative cooling which is m ore rapid than  the dynam ical time-scales 
characterizing the flow and so a thin dense layer persists. If the U niverse is dom inated  by light 
collisionless particles, then we expect dissipative pancakes to  form by baryons falling into the 
potential wells of the large-scale dissipationless m aterial. This has been confirm ed by Shapiro & 
Struck-M arcell (1984). T heir detailed hydrodynam ical calculations of the coupled grow th of such 
baryon/collisionless particle pancakes show that not only do baryons cool and com press into a 
dense central layer on short time-scales but the distribution of collisionless particles also rem ains 
highly flattened for some tim e after the caustic surface forms. Indeed , the presence o f the baryon 
com ponent serves to decrease the scale-height of the collisionless particle distribution further. 
This confirms the argum ent of D ekel (1983), who considered an adiabatic invariant trea tm en t of 
non-dissipative pancakes which are expanding in their planes and dem onstrated  tha t, although 
the pancake thickness grows as it expands, it becomes relatively fla tte r in tim e. I t seem s justifiable 
then to neglect m otions perpendicular to the plane and assume a p lanar velocity field w ithin the 
pancake since this approxim ation is valid as long as the thickness of the pancake rem ains smaller 
than the two principal axes.
The procedure for this calculation splits into two parts: first (Section 2) we follow th e  collapse 
of ellipsoids to  the form ation of a caustic surface, in the spirit of W hite & Silk (1979), hereafter 
WS (see also Barrow & Silk 1981). We take this opportunity  to  vary som e of the simplifying 
assumptions and starting conditions of WS, to test the sensitivity o f the ir results to  different 
simplifications. Secondly, we follow the subsequent collapse of pancakes in their p lanes (Section 
3). A t the instant of form ation of the pancake, the short axis is expanding less quickly than  the 
long axis, as our calculations dem onstrate. The short axis, or indeed both  axes, may be 
contracting, depending on the initial axial ratios of the ellipsoid when the overdensity  of the 
ellipsoid dg/g is much less than unity.
2 Pre-pancaking evolution
2.1 T H E  M O D E L
The evolution of regions of overdensity in an expanding universe is, in general, extrem ely 
com plicated. It is possible, however, to  gain some insight into the behaviour using a simplified 
approach following the m ethods developed by Lin et al. (1965) and WS on the collapse of 
hom ogeneous ellipsoids. This is the most general three-dim ensional problem  which can be
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handled exactly by current analytic means. O ne of the main difficulties with this m ethod is how to 
treat the gravitational effect of the m aterial outside the ellipsoid. WS assum ed it rem ained 
uniform at the average universal density. This requires m atter to fall continuously into the 
surroundings of the ellipsoid. A lternatively, we may instead allow the external density to differ 
from the average density of the universe as a w hole. The justification for this is as follow s; if space 
is populated by these ellipsoids, then neighbouring objects will on average prevent the infall of 
m atter needed to keep the surrounding density high. We m ake what is in essence an opposite 
assumption: we assum e that there is no infall from  outside a sphere of comoving radius r equal to 
the initial sem i-m ajor axis of the ellipsoid, a. Mass inside r is conserved, with average density 
equal to  th e  average density o f the universe (so the ellipsoid is surrounded by an underdense 
region). W e could, of course, generalize this approach by assuming there is no infall from  outside 
some general radius r^a.  W S’s approxim ation am ounts to r —> =°, hence the two approxim ations 
can be thought of as the opposite extrem es of this m ethod. A  further m inor alteration  to  W S’s 
method is tha t we follow a pure growing m ode, so include a velocity perturbation  in the initial 
conditions. This will be appropriate if perturbations have been able to grow before 
recom bination, w hen we start our calculation; this is the case for perturbations in a high-density 
universe dom inated  by ‘h o t’ collisionless particles. Including the growing m ode is alm ost exactly 
equivalent to  reducing the initial overdensity by a factor 5 /3  in the problem  solved by W S, whose 
initial condition on velocity was pure H ubble flow. Now Peebles’ (1980) calculation of the 
growing and decaying velocity m odes is valid for the m atter dom inated regim e. O ur calculation, 
which assumes only the growing m ode at recom bination, therefore accurately represents the 
behaviour of a fluctuation in high-density universes where m atter dom ination occurs before 
recom bination and the decaying mode has had time to die out. For lower-density universes where 
recom bination and m atter dom ination occur more or less sim ultaneously, there will be in addition 
a decaying m ode. W e ignore all o ther tidal forces and m agnetic fields.
G iven a quadratic form  for the potential, the basic requirem ent for evolution through a series 
of hom ogeneous ellipsoids is tha t the initial velocity perturbations should be in proportion  to  the 
axial ratios (Lin et al. 1965). This can be dem onstrated for the growing-mode pertu rbation  as 
follows:
T he large-scale peculiar velocity field associated with large-scale irregularity in density is 
given in p roper coordinates (Peebles 1980, p. 65) by
where f=(a/d)(dd/da) with overdensity S(r1) =  {^ (r1) —pb}/pt> ar,d scale factor a(t). g h is 
the m ean density of the universe, and H is the H ubble param eter (not to be confused w ith the 
present day H ubble constant H0). W hilst linear perturbation  theory applies and we are at a 
late enough epoch so tha t only the growing m ode solution is p resent and the relativistic 
background can be ignored, th e n / is  independent of r and is a function of the density param eter 
only. W e will adopt Peebles’ ap p ro x im a tio n /(Q )= Q 0'6; this is only used to set up the initial 
conditions and will be sufficiently accurate at a starting redshift at recom bination of 1500 w here £2 
is very close to one.
D enoting initial quantities by the subscript (i) where necessary, if we specify the initial 
overdensity of the ellipsoid, S(i)=(pe—pb)/Pb> we can calculate the density ps outside the 
ellipsoid, given the assum ption that the average density inside a sphere of radius a^  is pb It is 
given by
(1)
i h - P f c t l - « 2 ( 0  f l 3 ( i ) { l  +  ^ ( i ) } ] / { 1  —  f l 2 ( i ) f l 3 ( i ) } (2)
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w here the a,-  ̂are  the principal axes of the ellipsoid {fli(i)S=fl2(i)>tf3(i)} and we choose our length 
unit such that «i(iv== 1. The overdensity of the m atter im m ediately outside the ellipsoid is
Clearly the assumption will not be good for near-spherical objects, as formally ds —» — 00, whereas 
we expect underdensities of the same order as the overdensities in all bu t the most unusual density 
fields. H owever, only when does the underdensity outside the ellipsoid greatly exceed
the overdensity inside, so the inapplicability to  near-spherical objects is no t serious in practice.
Splitting the integral into two parts over a hom ogeneous sphere, overdensity  <5, and a 
hom ogeneous ellipsoid, overdensity 6(i)—<5̂ which can be solved exactly and perform ing the 
divergence operation we find that the initial growing m ode velocity pertu rba tion  is given by 
com ponents [dropping subscript (i) for equations (4) and (5) only].
The chosen initial axial ratios with aj^  values from  (5) and proper velocities from  (4) 
adding in a H ubble term  constitute the initial conditions.
The potential for a hom ogeneous ellipsoid, of density pe em bedded in a uniform 
sphere of density ps is
M
[cf. WS equation (5)] w here, if we ignore all o ther tidal effects, B irkhoff’s theorem  means 
that we can ignore forces from the surrounding average density universe.
This enables us to determ ine the equations of m otion for the principal axes o f the ellipsoid 
aj. If we change the independent variable to  z using
(e.g. Longair 1984), express all densities in term s of Q0 (th ep resen t value of £2), we can elim inate 
H0 to yield
If we convert equation (8) into two first-order equations and use the auxiliary form ulae (7) 
of WS we can set up a system of differential equations in fly,  f ly,  dj which are solved num erically 
subject to  the conservation equations
(3)
(4)




dz/dt=-H0( l+ z )2(Q0z + l ) 1/2 (7)
j  2 h  û y { « ; £ > « , +  ( % -  « y ) a , }
dz dz p b
d2üj düj (Q 0, z) (8)
where
 — vj ■
1 - 2 ( l + z ) ( Q 0z +  l )  ’ fl
5 Q 0z +  £20+ 4 3£20
4 (l +  z )(Q 0z +  l)
f>ea ia 2fl3—constant; f>s( i3—flifl2fl3) =  constant (9)
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where s is the comoving radius of the sphere containing our pertu rbation . F or the particular 
case of oblate o r prolate spheroids the a, values can be w ritten in closed form  [adapted  from 
equations (21)-(24) of Lin et al. with a misprint corrected].
We began each calculation at a redshift 1500, in the recom bination era. F or ou r purposes, 
the initial epoch is not too im portant as the shape is m ore or less preserved while dg/g<  1 . 
The behaviour of the principal axes o f some representative ellipsoids is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2 R E S U L T S
We can now com pare the results of the two models and offer som e physical explanation of 
the differences. The general behaviour of the perturbation  is ra ther sim ilar to  th a t of the WS 
m odel and their basic conclusions on the effect of varying input param eters are confirmed:
(i) A t a given initial overdensity highly eccentric objects collapse fastest.
(ii) Deviation from self-similar evolution is larger in low-density universes w here significant 
overdensity is achieved earlier, due to  the m ore rapid background expansion.
(iii) K inematic properties of a pancaked ellipsoid depend both  on the initial shape of the 
perturbation  and on the background density.
W e will have m ore to  say with regard to  (ii) in the context of post-pancaking behaviour (Section 
2) bu t it is informative to  apply a quantitative analysis of the last point which will allow us to 
com pare the two approxim ations directly. The two calculations agree for highly eccentric objects 
given similar initial conditions. This is w hat we would expect since at a given overdensity th e  flat 
ellipsoids contain little mass and the surrounding underdense region has approxim ately 
background density. As sphericity is approached, m ore mass is enclosed in the ellipsoid and the 
underdense region deviates further from  the uniform  background.
As WS found, when com pared with the collapse of isolated ellipsoids, the effect o f the 
surrounding region is to reduce the deceleration of the shortest axis and to increase the 
deceleration of the longest axis. In o ther words, the growth of asphericity is reduced. A t a given 
overdensity our tidal forces are generally sm aller than those of W S, particularly for objects which 
are not very flat. The net result is tha t fairly round objects form  caustic surfaces at earlier epochs 
with our approxim ation. This result, and indeed that of WS, is not quite trivial, as the sm aller 
deceleration of the longest axis in our approxim ation slows the increase of density of the ellipsoid, 
counteracting som ewhat the reduced tidal support. H ow ever, with know ledge of W S’s results and 
those of Lin et al., we can predict that our objects will collapse faster than  those of W S , since they 
believe they are in a lower-density universe.
As a result of the different treatm ent of the tidal field, the approxim ate expressions given by 
WS for the velocity field at collapse are no longer very accurate, particularly for objects which 
are not very eccentric. W e find tha t the middle and long axes behave som ew hat differently from 
each other, in contrast to the rather rem arkable result of WS. A ccurate expressions can be 
obtained for our approxim ation at the cost of some complication. T he expressions below  are, 
how ever, accurate for a very wide range of shapes.
l - / / 1/H(p)= 0.66Q ^5{51(fl1/ fl3- l ) } - 113 i i  =  1 +10 a 3,5 ( a ) — a 3)
l - / / 2/H(p)= l. llQ ^ )5{s2(fl2/fl3- l ) } - 1'24 s2=1+20 a3'5 (a2— a3) (10)
w here Hj=(l/af)daj/dt and and Q (p) are the H ubble constant and density param eter 
a t the form ation of the caustic surface. These are accurate to 0.2 H^p) for all ellipsoids with 
«3(i)< 0-9 provided the axes are not collapsing too fast { | Hj \ < H (p)}. As we might expect, the 
approxim ations break down for the m ost spherical objects.
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The essential results are th a t the ellipsoids collapse earlier and the pancakes expand faster 
than those of WS. As expected, for highly eccentric objects (s—» 1) our velocity expressions agree 
reasonably w ith W S’s approxim ate results.
3 Post-pancaking evolution
3.1 T H E  E Q U A T IO N S  O F M O TIO N
We now continue the evolution of the collapsed ellipsoids further. Assum ing the caustic surface 
to rem ain thin (see Section 1), we may investigate further behaviour a similar way to  the m ethod 
of Section 2. The elliptical pancake form ed, with principal axes al(p) and a a2(p), is the limiting 
case of a highly flattened ellipsoid and, given the dissipation of m otions perpendicular to  the 
plane, has surface density
The pancake axial ratio  and velocities along with (11) constitute the initial conditions for the 
post-pancaking evolution. T he equation of m otion is determ ined by the gravitational field of 
the elliptical pancake and the background m atter. The gravitational potential of an elliptical 
surface w ith surface density of the form (1 1 ) is given in the plane by
and F(a, b\ c; z) the hypergeom etric function (A bram owitz & Stegun 1968). To this we 
add the potential o f the uniform  background m atter, as in Section 2, to obtain
Since the potential is quadratic in x and y, the surface density of the ellipse m aintains its form:
where a1(t )= a Hp)X(t),  a2(t) =  a2(p)Y(t)  and o = o {p)/XY  with X  and Y  evolving according to
0(p )(x ,y)=o(p){ l - x 2/a\p)- y 2/a\p)y 12 (11)
where conservation of mass implies that 







a(x,y, t )= à ( t ) { \ -x 2/a2ì - y 2/al)U2 (16)
(17)
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given the initial conditions X = Y =  1, dX/dt=Hi(p)^ H 2(p) =  dY/dt. If we let T = H 0t and define 
the elongation param eter
A = l - a 2/ai= l - ( Y / X ) a 2ip)/al(p) (18)
then we have
d2X  a 0 r „ _ .  & 4(e) r_  3
dT2
d2 A Q 0 
dT2 2 
where
SU + z(p)} 
X2
3
-{ B (e )-A (e )}
2 dX d A
---------------  (19)
X  dT dT
=  1 _  f l 2 ( i ) f l 3(i )  { 1  +  & ( i ) }
and
3zr«2(i)a3(i)/ l + z(i) \3r 
*l(p) Vl + Zfp)/
5 -  7 - ^ -     {l +  <5(i)} (20)
4au„\ \1+Z f
m easures the relative im portance of the disc gravitational field to tha t of the background m atter 
at pancaking. Converting to  independent variable z as before (equation  7) we can in tegrate  this 
pair of equations using series expansions for A and B. In the la ter stages of collapse,
f = l - e 2<Sl,
we can use the asymptotic expansions
2 ( (1 +  e2) 1 2 /  e\ne fln l6\
A (e )->  —  e{' 2 In 1 6 -2  ln f  ; f l ( e ) -» ------— I 1 + e  —---------- —  (21)
ne I e J nee, \ 2 2 /
(A bram owitz & Stegun). As will be apparent from  (19), the ellipse increases its eccentricity 
with time. The m inor axis may then reach zero in a finite tim e, and a filam ent will be form ed. 
W hether this happens or not depends on the shape o f the pancake, its density and expansion 
velocities at form ation. In low-density universes (Q o < l) , it is possible for the ellipse to  expand 
asymptotically at constant velocities in both  of its principal directions.
3.2 RESULTS
For a given value of Q () and pancake collapse redshift, the evolution is described entirely by 
the axial ratios (<a2/«i)(¡) and (a3/a{)^. The evolution of the th ree axes is shown in some 
representative cases in Fig. 2. Essentially three types of behaviour are possible:
(i) The middle axis collapses before the present epoch, while the long axis is contracting.
(ii) The middle axis collapses before the present epoch, while the long axis is still expanding.
(iii) The pancake has not collapsed to a filam ent by the present epoch.
In  the th ird  case, corresponding to highly flattened initial ellipsoids, the pancake may exist for a 
long time. Indeed, in a low-density universe, the pancake may undergo asym ptotic undecelerated  
expansion, never forming a filam ent. In  the o ther cases, the eccentricity increases with tim e until 
the middle axis collapses, and a filam ent is form ed. In the absence of fu rther dissipation (e.g. if all 
the m atter fragm ents into collisionless galaxies at pancaking), the filam ent will not rem ain  thin, 
but possibly relax into a cigar shape. We m ake a crude distinction betw een these filam ents which
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(a) R e d s h if t  z
(b ) R e d s h if t  z
10 5 0
(c)„ R e d s h if t  z
F igure 2. W e illustrate the behaviour o f the ellipsoid axes through pancaking identifying th ree  cases: (a) C lusters -  
the long axis is con tracting  when the m iddle axis collapses, (b) F ilam ents -  the long axis is expanding when the m iddle 
axis collapses, (c) Pancakes -  the  m ajor axes have not collapsed by the present.
are still expanding along the long axis when the middle axis collapses, and those which are 
contracting. W e assume that the latter relax into m ore isotropic configurations, which we shall 
describe as ‘clusters’ for the purposes of discussion. The form er we assume will rem ain as 
filam ents, although some will be bound and some unbound.
It is convenient to display the results for different initial axial ratios on a triangular diagram , as
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C la s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  C o l l a p s e d  E l l i p s o id s
(V ai)(i) 
Figure 3.
C la s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  C o l l a p s e d  E l l i p s o id s
(a 2/ a , ) (0 
Figure 4.
Figures 3-5. Identified  here are the regions in the initial shape plane which evolve into c lusters, filam ents and 
pancakes for d ifferent background densities. T he overdensity  ôg/g is chosen so that a typical ob jec t (see text) 
collapses at redshift 3. A lso shown are the lines of constant collapse redshift.
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C la s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  C o l l a p s e d  E l l i p s o id s
( a 2/ a i ) ( i )
Figure 5.
shown in Figs 3 -5 . A  point on this diagram represents one particular shape of ellipsoid 
characterized by the two coordinates ( f l 2/ « i ) ( i )  and (a 3/ a 1)(i). The apex represents spheres, the 
right-hand side oblate spheroids, and the diagonal prolate spheroids. The figures show the 
divisions betw een clusters, filam ents and pancakes (characterizing the three cases above) for 
different initial shapes and background densities. This begs the question ‘W hat is a typical initial 
shape?’ This has been tackled by Peacock & H eavens (1985), hereafter PH , who analysed 
G aussian random  density perturbations to obtain shapes of prim ordial maxima. If we com pare 
Figs 3 and 5 with their Fig. 3, we see that, for a given overdensity, m ore structures survive as 
pancakes in a low-density universe than in a high-density universe. This fits in w ith result (ii) of 
the pre-pancaking evolution since earlier deviation from  self-similar evolution is m ore likely to 
lead to  collapse of the m inor axis, leaving two expanding axes. T he most interesting result of such 
a com parison is the extrem e rarity of objects which are expected to  persist indefinitely as 
pancakes. T here are very few local density maxima with a3 / a 2=s0.4 in the w ork of P H  (a result 
which is insensitive to the precise details of the perturbation  spectrum ). W e see from  Figs 3 -5  that 
virtually no long-lived pancakes should exist unless Q o=s0.1. Even for Q 0= 0 .1  m axim a with 
(a3/fl2)(i)^0 .4  have changing major-axis expansion param eters after pancaking, of o rder 0.2 H0 
over a redshift interval of 2—> 0 (i.e. any particular configuration is transitory). N otice, how ever, 
that these conclusions depend on the initial overdensity chosen, since tha t determ ines the 
collapse redshift of objects and hence, by the nature of our definition, the position of the pancake 
region on the diagram . We have taken our norm alization from the w ork of PH . A ‘typical’ object 
has axial ratios 1:0.7:0.55 (m ore or less independent of the fluctuation spectrum ), so we choose 
the initial overdensity so that this object pancakes at a redshift o f 3. F la tter initial shapes tend  to 
collapse earlier, but the variation in collapse redshift due to shape variation is ra th er sm aller than 
that due to variations in overdensity (PH ), at least for the com m on range of shapes. It is w orth 
noting tha t if the WS background m atter approxim ation is em ployed for the pre- and 
post-pancaking collapse, fewer filaments and m ore clusters result. T heir approxim ation assumes 
a substantial infall of m atter, and the average density w ithin the sphere containing the ellipsoid 
can be much higher than  the universe as a whole. It is no t surprising, therefore, tha t the m ajo r axis 
of the ellipse turns round quickly.
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I t is possible to derive a simple yet powerful result on the collapse epoch of objects o f a given 
overdensity with different initial shapes. In the spherical m odel for collapse in a flat universe (see 
e.g. Z el’dovich & Novikov 1983) pancaking occurs when the linear theory predicts th a t the 
overdensity <5]in=1.69 where
„ { l  +  z ( i ) }
O l i n - O ( i )  ~ -
{1 + Z(P)}
If we pu t <5W =  0.0039 (see Fig. 3) and z (i)=  1500 this gives the collapse redshift of a spherical 
object to  be 2.47 which gives a consistent limit on our numerical calculations. T he fact tha t the 
constant collapse redshift lines, or equivalently constant <5lin lines are approxim ately straight 
allows us to find an approxim ate relation betw een ¿>lin and (a2/ai )^y It is a good approxim ation 
to say that collapse occurs when linear theory predicts that
dlm = l+0.6(fl3/'a2)(i) 
i.e. at
1 + z — <S(j){l+z(j) } /{ l+ 0.6 fl3(i)/a2(i)}-
This result is valid for a wide range of initial shape and overdensities. T he low er lim it a 3(¡)—>0, 
giving ¿>lin =  l ,  which implies that instantaneous pancaking does not occur, is entirely  consistent 
with an analytic solution of the acceleration equation  (8) for an oblate spheroid with 
infinitesimally small m inor axis, and represents the fact th a t as we flatten  the object at a given 
overdensity less m atter is driving the collapse.
4 Discussion
4.1 C O L L A P S E  TO F IL A M E N T S
In this paper, we have extended the w ork of Lin et al. (1965) and W hite & Silk (1979) on the 
gravitational collapse of hom ogeneous triaxial ellipsoids. Including the effect of background 
m atter in an idealized m anner, we find that (assuming the caustic surface, form ed during the 
collapse, rem ains thin), the anisotropic collapse continues after pancake form ation , increasing 
the eccentricity of the pancake with time. This is partly effected by the anisotropic gravitational 
field in the plane of a non-circular pancake, but is principally due to  the fact tha t the anisotropic 
collapse prior to the form ation of a pancake im parts an anisotropic .velocity field to  the pancake. 
The short axis expands less quickly (if indeed it expands at all) than the long, and collapses prior 
to the long axis.
In many cases, then, the anisotropic collapse of the pancake in its plane leads to  the form ation 
of a filam ent, which may be expanding or contracting along its axis. F o r highly flattened 
ellipsoids, however, the resulting pancake may persist for a long tim e. In a low -density universe 
the pancake may asymptotically expand undecelerated and never undergo secondary collapse in 
its plane to a filament. On fragm entation we might expect a sheet-like d istribution of galaxies with 
approximately H ubble velocity expansion in the plane.
The secondary collapse of a pancake to a filam ent may result in fu rther fragm entation  of some 
of the gas which did not fragm ent before. Galaxies form ed at pancaking may be regarded  as 
collisionless, and will not be confined to  a thin line. The galaxy distribution around  a filam ent may 
therefore be expected to be closer to a cigar shape than to  a one-dim ensional structure.
In sum mary, the types of objects expected given the possibility o f secondary collapse are
filam ents, pancakes and m ore isotropic ‘clusters’, depending on the initial ellipsoid axial ratios. 
Filam ents do no t correspond to a degenerate case, as in the existing pancake theories, bu t arise 
naturally after pancake form ation.
4.2 T H E  L O C A L  S U P E R C L U S T E R
The general features of the pre-pancaking collapse (i.e. production of highly flattened structures 
with velocities in the plane retarded  with respect to the H ubble flow), provide an interesting 
comparison with the observations of superclusters in general (see O ort 1983) and particular those 
of the Local Supercluster (L S ; see e .g. Tully 1982). T here are two possible explanations for the LS 
observations as m entioned by WS: first, that we are simply observing the LS near pancaking in a 
small-scale dam ping picture with galaxies forming prior to superclusters, o r secondly, tha t it 
represents an object which collapsed whilst still gaseous at some earlier epoch. In principle, 
observation of the velocities norm al to  the plane can distinguish these two cases as the dissipative 
form ation will result in low values. We can now discuss these descriptions in m ore detail. The 
observed flattening and velocity behaviour reported  by Tully can be reproduced in two ways:
(1) The initial structure was highly eccentric:
(fl3/fli)(i)=1/8 Q0 = 1.0
( f l 3 / f l i ) ( i ) — 1//4 Q o = 0 . 2
which collapse quite early ( z > 4  for our norm alization). As discussed earlier these are unusual 
objects, particularly  in the Q o = l case. If any of these objects exist, our post-pancaking 
calculations show th a t their m ajor-axis velocity variation will be slow and so Tully’s observed 27 
per cent deviation from  pure H ubble flow in the LS plane does not pu t tight constraints on the LS 
collapise epoch.
(2) If we restrict ourselves to  shapes of objects which are com m on in the w ork of PH  we find 
that, given our norm alization, even in a low-density universe (Q o= 0 .1 ) very few objects will not 
have undergone secondary collapse by the present. These statem ents are , how ever, valid for one 
norm alization (i.e. one initial overdensity). Varying the overdensity will affect which shapes 
rem ain as pancakes at p resen t and their m ajor-axis velocities. W e can set a limit on the collapse 
redshift for the LS in different background universes by considering the present m ajor-axis 
velocity for ellipsoids w ith a2:a2 o f order 1:0.4, representing the limit of comm on objects (PH  
Fig. 3). O bjects fla tte r than  this occur with probability of 0.07 (PH  Fig. 4). Requiring the 
expansion in the plane to  be 0.73 H0 at z =  0 gives the following limits:
Qo= 0 .1  z w < 3 .31
£20 =  0.3 Z(;7)<0.61.
E arlier collapse will result in velocities in the pancake plane smaller than those observed in the 
LS. For shapes of o rder 1:0.5 which may occur reasonably often (12 per cent) we obtain
Q0 = 0.1 Z(p)<1.46
Q o= 0 .3  z ^ jCO.IO.
We use inequalities here since, for later collapse epochs there will be some (com m on) initial 
shapes with a 3& 0.5 which have Hx=0.13Ho. For Q o= 1 .0  we cannot m odel the LS field with the 
above structures, requiring a m ore eccentric and hence unusual initial perturbation . If we choose 
the overdensity so tha t our m odel of the LS collapses at z = 0 ,  which corresponds to the least 
eccentric possible initial structure, we require m inor to m ajor axis ratio  o f 0.36 which has about 5
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per cent chance of occurring. This agrees with the WS result that for Q 0=  1 a viable m odel requires 
(a3/a i)(i)< Vi and dem onstrates that the effect of using different background assum ptions is not 
drastic for flat structures.
W e see then that, for the higher density universes, LS collapse m ust have occurred recently  and 
so a hierarchical clustering picture is favoured, w hereas in low-density universes it is possible to 
reconcile the LS velocity behaviour with a pancake picture in which galaxies form  later. T here are 
of course ways to avoid this and allow Q o= L  The most obvious solutions are to  appeal to 
non-Gaussian initial conditions or to a non-zero cosmological constant. If this seem s distastefully 
ad hoc, there rem ains the possibility of a m ore complex tidal field than the one we have 
considered. Allowance for the effects of discrete nearby clusters may relax the above limits 
som ewhat. In the context of this work, how ever, the LS m ust have grown from  an exceptionally 
flat perturbation , if Q 0= l  and the initial perturbations w ere Gaussian.
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Explosions in pancake models o f galaxy formation
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W e have investigated the consequences o f galaxies in pancakes releasing large 
quantities o f energy, in the spirit o f explosion models.
The explosion sends a blast wave through the baryonic material which is still 
falling in towards the pancake plane. Some o f the shocked gas can cool, leading to 
a population o f galaxies outside the pancake planes, reducing the strength o f galaxy 
clustering. The large-scale structures (tens o f M pc) comes from  the original pancake 
distribution.
W e use a flu id -in -cell scheme, running on a 64x64 axisymmetric, comoving grid, 
with logarithmic grid spacings the highest resolution is where the density gradients are 
most severe. For speed, we use the University o f Edinburgh Physics Department 
Distributed Array Processors.
In neutrino models, gas can cool, while not violating the X -ra y  background and 
Sunyaev-Zeldovich constraints, if the energy escaping into the infalling pancake is less 
than about 1052 J. However, the cooled gas does not extend very far away from 
the pancake plane (< 1  M pc), so the large-scale distribution should not be affected. 
For baryon-dominated universes, we expect the effect to be much more important.
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